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2 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

S TARTING A NEW UNIT is like walking across an unbroken field of snow or 
writing on a blank page of notebook paper. It is beautiful thing—but it may also 
be daunting. Today will be especially highly charged because your children will be 

totally thrilled at the idea that they may now, at long last, write fiction. For many of them, 
the fact that this is not just a unit in fiction but in fairy tales will be even more exciting; 
they may bring giants and trolls, evil stepmothers, and talking mirrors into their stories!

It would be great if you could assume that all your children know what you mean when 
you tell them they will be writing fairy tales and that they understand your allusions to 
fairy tales. It would be great if your third-graders all understand, for example, that if you 
ask, “If I don’t get it done by our deadline, will I turn into a pumpkin?” you are referring to 
Cinderella’s rush to leave the ball before the clock strikes twelve and her carriage returns 
to its original shape. This unit would be easier if your children are all right there with you 
when you say, “It’s real, honestly! Do I need to sleep on a pea to prove it?”

But the truth is, unless you have taught fairy tales yourself, some of your children may 
have only a hazy idea of what you mean by writing fairy tales. That’s okay, too. One goal 
for the unit will be to immerse students into an intensive study in the essentials of fairy 
tales while they adapt and write their own. That is, your children will be learning on the 
job—which, after all, is what school should be about!

Although you needn’t launch the unit with an intensive three-week unit on reading 
fairy tales, you will need to be sure that your children at least know the three fairy tales 
that will be especially central to this unit. If you follow the course set by this book, that 
will mean that before or on Day One of the unit, outside of the writing workshop, you’ll 
read aloud at least the classic version of Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, and The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff. It would be ideal if you could read these more than once, and perhaps 
you also can assign children to listen to audio versions of these stories. If you don’t have 
the books on tape or CD, you can digitally record yourself reading your favorite versions. 
Or even ask parents, the principal, beloved art teachers, and so on to record themselves 
reading the books.

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS: W.3.5, W.3.7, W.3.8, RL.3.1, RL.3.2, RL.3.3, RL.3.5, 
RL.3.7, RL.3.10, RL.4.1, RL.4.3, RL.4.9, SL.3.1, SL.3.4, SL.3.6, L.3.1, L.3.3, L.3.6

IN THIS SESSION, you’ll teach students that writers create their 
own fairy tales by adapting classic ones. To gain inspiration and begin to 
write, writers study several versions of a classic fairy tale and then ask them-
selves, “Why might the author have made these versions?”

G E T T I N G  R E A D Y
! Prince Cinders by Babette Cole (see Minilesson and Active Engagement) 

! Classic versions of Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, and The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff, which you will want to read aloud before today

! White paper folded into quarters to make a story-planning booklet, one piece 
for each student (see Connection)

! Your version of the story-planning booklet (see Connection)

! “Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales” chart (see Teaching and Active Engagement)

! Notebooks and pencils

! Your demonstration writer’s notebook (see Teaching)

! Chart with phrases such as Maybe . . . , Could it be . . . , My theory is . . . (see 
Teaching) 

! Printed copies of Cinderella, enough for each student 

! Printed copies of Cinderella adaptations, enough for students to be in groups 
of four with one copy per group 

! Optional: A selected bibliography of some of our favorite classic fairy tales and 
adaptations

Session 1

Adapting Classic Tales
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 3

“We do well to pay conscious 
attention to filling our students’ ears 
and minds with the rich sounds of 
this genre.”

you kiss your sleeping child at night. Be quiet. Don’t talk 
the experience to death. . . . Teach your children to be 
moved and they will move others.

As you read and reread fairy tales to your students, as you 
remind yourself to be quiet and let kids feel and think, you 
are quietly building within them the capacity to emulate the 
language they are hearing—and of course, to innovate. Read-
ing and writing are not simply visual processes. We do well to 
pay conscious attention to filling our students’ ears and minds 
with the rich sounds of this genre.

If you can channel students to read fairy tales as well, per-
haps collecting observations about how fairy tales usually go, 
that would be icing on the cake. If children have even just a 
bit of time to study fairy tales prior to this unit, this means they 
will be ready to ooh and ah over the prospect of writing tales 
in which trolls tackle the biggest goat and children outwit the 
evil witch. But the unit is designed so that it works beautifully 
if the only thing you’ve been able to do before it begins is to 
read aloud.

Today’s session is a bit unusual because you channel chil-
dren to read published fairy tale adaptations and do not suggest 
they spend today writing at all. They won’t be able to adapt a 
tale until they understand what it means to do so, and to do 
this they need to compare and contrast several versions of a 
story and think about what the author was doing when he or 
she wrote a different version. Help children notice that adapta-
tions are not arbitrary—the author is attempting to improve on 
the original tale: to make a character less stereotyped, to set 
more fairy stories in urban settings, to present girls in a less 
sexist fashion, to alter the moral of the story. 

We also include the old Norwegian version of The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff, the Grimm’s version of Little Red Riding 
Hood (called Little Red Cap), and Charles Perrault’s version of 
Cinderella on the accompanying CD. You may of course use 
a classic fairy tale version of your choice. “Wait,” some of you 
may be thinking, “this is a book on fairy tale adaptations—isn’t 
The Three Billy Goats Gruff a folktale?” Although The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff straddles both categories, the heart of our 
book is fiction writing, specifically writing well-structured sto-
ries. Both Little Red Riding Hood and The Three Billy Goats 
Gruff, with their clear, accessible structures, support our goal.

You will want your children to have the cadence and lan-
guage of those three fairy tales in their bones. When Cynthia 
Rylant was asked, for example, “How do you teach children 
to write?” she answered:

Read to them. . . . Take their breath away. Read with the 
same feeling in your throat as when you first see the ocean 
after driving hours and hours to get there. Close the final 
page of the book with the same reverence you feel when 
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4 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

  ! COACHING

Just as texts have themes, and the start of a text 
hints at those themes, so too do units of study. 
This unit hints early on at the oral nature of 
fairy tales, emphasizing the way fairy tales have 
been told and retold over the ages, which sets 
students up for the work that will be especially 
important. Before long, students will be telling 
and retelling these beloved tales.

When children tell and write their stories, 
they often blend from one page to the next in 
a sort of cascading storyline. It helps them to 
have distinct boundaries between one page and 
the next, and to be clear about the job they’ll 
do on each page. Describing the structure of 
fairy tales to children is tricky because all don’t 
unfold in the exact same way. But using this 
booklet as a vessel for children’s storytelling 
generally works to help clarify students’ stories.

CONNECTION

Support your students as storytellers of fairy tales, ensuring that classic tales are “in their bones” before they 
begin writing fairy tale adaptations.

“Writers, you know that today is the first official day of our fairy tale unit. You’ve probably noticed that I’ve been reading 
lots of different fairy tales to you lately. I’ve been doing that on purpose so that the stories—their language, their 
sounds—will be in your bones.

“Whenever I read a fairy tale, I think about the fact that before fairy tales were ever written down, they were told and 
retold, time and again, in different ways. They’ve been told and retold, passed from one person to another, because they 
work as stories. Fairy tales are our most beloved stories of all time.”

Demonstrate storytelling a familiar fairy tale across four pages in a story-planning booklet.

“In a minute, you’re going to practice getting either Little Red Riding Hood or The Three Billy Goats Gruff, whichever 
story you choose to work with first, into your bones. I gave you a piece of white paper as you came to the meeting area. 
Will you fold it into a little booklet? We’ll call it a story-planning booklet, because that’s what it will help us with.” I 
folded my page in half once, then in half again, to show them. “Here’s my booklet, and I am going to choose Little Red 
Riding Hood. Each of you decide on the story you’ll tell—that will be the first story you adapt. Thumbs-up if you have 
that decided.

“My booklet has four pages, and I know yours does as well. I’m imagining that the first page will be the set-up speech, 
the second page will be the story of the first small moment—of what happens first—and the third page will tell the 
trouble. Then, on the last page, things are wrapped up.

“Think about your story, and think about how you will fit the whole story into just the pages of your story-planning 
booklet.” I gave them a minute to think. “Touch each page, thinking what you’ll tell on each page.” They started think-
ing, and I added, as I flipped through my pages, “The background, the first scene, the trouble, the ending.

MINILESSON

Adapting Classic Tales
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 5

Notice that I start to tell my story as a small 
moment. I include the exact words that are said 
to the character, and I proceed along in a bit-
by-bit fashion.

The predictable structure of a minilesson is 
meant to provide students with a lot of support. 
They can listen, knowing that within a minute 
from starting the unit, the teacher will crys-
tallize the point of the minilesson in a teach-
ing point that will later go onto anchor charts, 
or otherwise be remembered and referenced. 
Because that structure is meant to support stu-
dents, it is helpful to let them know when we 
will deviate from the structure, thereby alter-
ing their expectations. You will notice that most 
of our units have at least one and often two 
inquiry sessions.

“I’ll go first, then you try this.” Touching the first page, I said in a dramatic storyteller’s voice, “Once upon a time, there 
was a little girl who always wore a bright red hood, so everyone called her ‘Little Red Riding Hood.’ She was told never 
to talk to strangers—but she never remembered, because she was such a friendly little girl.” I added, in an aside, “That’s 
the backstory.”

Then I turned the page, saying, “Now I’ll tell the first small moment.” I touched page two and said, “One day” [I inter-
rupted myself to say as an aside, “Page two usually starts like that”]. Then I continued, “Little Red Riding Hood’s mother 
said, ‘Would you take a basket of lunch to your sick grandma? It will cheer her up.’”

Channel students to practice storytelling the tales they will adapt, touching each of the story-planning 
booklet’s four pages as they go.

“Get together with your partner and will one of you do the same thing that I have done, only use all your own words? 
Remember to start with the backstory for the first page, then shift to your first small moment for the second page. That 
small moment should include dialogue and details—all of that you already know how to use in your writing.”

As the meeting area erupted with storytelling, I moved among the students. The students didn’t have time to finish 
telling one story, let alone to switch places, before I reconvened the class. “You know those classic fairy tales so well! 
I noticed that each story sounded a little bit different depending on who was telling it—you each gave it a little bit 
of your personality as you told it. That is so interesting because today, we are going to start thinking about—and 
studying—fairy tale adaptations.”

Explain that writers often write adaptations of a classic story; suggest the class participate in an inquiry on 
how writers do this.

“Writers write adaptations all the time. They take a classic story and they write a different version of it. Writers call this 
kind of writing an ‘adaptation.’ And although writers adapt all sorts of stories, there is one kind of story that writers 
especially adapt—fairy tales.

“Today, instead of a regular workshop, you’ll spend the time studying books, doing an inquiry. Tomorrow you’ll each 
start working on an adaptation of one of the fairy tales you just told—and later in this unit, you will write your own 
original fairy tale. To do this work, we need to investigate a question that all of us have—myself included. We need to 
know how to go about writing fairy tale adaptations.”

Name the question that will guide the inquiry.

“The question we will be researching is: What does the author seem to be trying to do when he or she changes some 
things and not others?

“And most of all: How will a study of someone else’s adaptations help me when I write my own?”

D
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6 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

In minilessons, we often take some time to dem-
onstrate in front of kids the work that we want 
them to do, trying to avoid the easiest possible 
path and leaving it instead for children to dis-
cover. In this instance, there was no way for us 
to talk about adaptations of this story without 
mentioning that Cinderella had become Prince 
Cinders, so we decided not to demonstrate com-
ing to that realization but instead to invite kids 
to come to it themselves. Therefore, our demon-
stration is peppered with examples of students 
taking the lead, rather than us.

TEACHING AND ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

Remind students that to inquire into the characteristics of any kind of writing, it is important to study an 
example of that kind of writing, asking, “What did the writer do to make this?”

“I do not know how authors go about adapting fairy tales, but I do know how to answer that question. When we want 
to figure out how to write a great poem, we find a few great poems and figure out what the writer probably did to 
produce them. We ask ourselves, ‘What did the poet do to make this so beautiful?’

“So—are you thinking what I’m thinking? To get ready to write an adaptation of a fairy tale, we should probably . . .”

The children chimed in, “Study some!” and I agreed. “And we should try to figure out how the author made them.”

Recruit kids to study a mentor text, noting what the author changes and why, keeping the guiding inquiry 
questions in mind.

“I know you have read or heard me read some of the many great adaptations there are of Cinderella. You’ve all heard 
the adaptation Prince Cinders by Babette Cole. By studying that adaptation and others, maybe we can figure out what 
authors do when they made adaptations. You’ll all start by adapting either Three Billy Goats Gruff or Little Red Riding 
Hood, stories we’ve already gotten to know really well, and then later in this unit you’ll be able to choose any fairy tale 
to adapt that you like.

“But let’s study adaptations of Cinderella and let’s think, when we look at each adaptation, ‘When this author adapted 
the original story, what did she change? What did she keep the same?’ Let’s ask the harder questions, too: ‘What does 
the author seem to be trying to do when he or she changed some things and not others?’

“I was thinking we could start by studying Babette Cole’s adaptation,” I said, and examined the cover of Prince Cinders, 
knowing the class was doing so as well. “What are you thinking?”

Charlie’s hand shot up. “It’s a boy!”

I nodded, “You are right. Babette Cole changed Cinderella from a girl to a boy. That’s so cool. You already found one 
change—she changed the character. Let’s keep reading to find as many changes as we can. No, wait—our job isn’t 
just to find the changes, it’s also to think about why the author might have made those changes and what her reasons 
might have been for doing so.
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 7

Of course you will be playacting this a bit, and 
the kids will know it. You come to a hard ques-
tion, ponder it for a moment, and then just 
give up. The kids are accustomed to you often 
demonstrating what not to do to make the point 
about what to do, so they probably will grasp 
that this is what you are doing; but if they don’t, 
you tell them in a jiffy.

To you, it may not seem all that interesting that 
Babette Cole made this gender switch, but we 
suggest you make a big deal of it. One of the 
big things you want to communicate today is 
that adaptations should be purposeful. When 
we have taught this unit, we’ve often found 
that children are apt to make changes that are 
utterly trivial—altering Goldilocks to Silver-
locks, for example. Those changes have no con-
sequences in the story, and they do not really 
alter the story in any important way. So we 
highlight the significance of authors’ adapta-
tions, even going a bit overboard.

“Let’s pause right here and think about why Babette Cole might’ve changed Cinderella from a girl to a boy. Hmm, . . . 
why would she do that? I am not really sure.” (I then shrugged as if to say, “Oh well, I do not know the answer, so I 
might as well move on.”) I added, “Too bad I can’t call Babette on the phone and say, ‘Hey, Babette, I have a question. 
Why is your Cinderella turned into Prince Cinders?’”

Coach writers to go out on the thin ice of conjecturing why authors may have chosen to make adaptations. 
Highlight that the authors’ adaptations are consequential and purposeful.

“So class, we do not know what exactly was in Babette’s mind when she turned Cinderella into a boy, so what do we 
do? Give up? Say, ‘Oh well?’” I looked over the group and they clearly signaled that there was no way we should just 
give up. I agreed. “You are so right. When we aren’t sure, when the answer is not right there on a platter for us to just 
reach out and grab, all that means is that we need to turn our thinking caps on high and we need to use phrases such 
as Maybe it is because . . . , Could it be that she was thinking . . . , My theory is that. . . .” I flipped over the chart paper 
to reveal those phrases.

Maybe it is because . . . 
Could it be that she was thinking . . . 
My theory is that . . .

“Let’s think together—Why might she have changed the main character to a boy? Turn and talk.”

Chart the big picture of the class’s thinking about how authors adapt fairy tales in consequential ways.

After a minute, I reconvened the class. “I overheard some of you saying something really interesting. You think maybe 
she made this change to the character because often people think that Cinderella is a girls’ book, and Babette may have 
wanted to show kids that Cinderella is a for-everybody book. Fascinating idea—and that would be an important reason 
to make this adaptation, wouldn’t it? I am going to start a chart—‘Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales.’ I’ll write Changing 
the character here, because that’s one big thing that authors can change. I’ll put a girl to a boy right below, because 
that’s one example of how an author makes an important change to a character. Meanwhile, will you be thinking of 
other important ways—and reasons why—an author might make an adaptation?”

Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales
Changing the character:
from a girl to a boy
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8 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

This is, of course, a little spin on the traditional 
turn and talk. The reason we decided to do this 
is that after children generate some ideas by 
talking, we aren’t planning to call on them to 
harvest what they generate. Instead, we plan 
to essentially report back what we heard them 
saying. We are doing this to be efficient so that 
kids will have more time to be deeply engaged 
in the work we are describing. We don’t want 
to make the list of possible adaptations too all-
encompassing because we want to leave space 
for children to see and name new adaptations 
later as they work on their own.

There are some much more obvious reasons 
why writers make adaptations, but later today 
students will have opportunities to do this on 
their own and generally we try not to name all 
the easier options. We often make a point of 
leaving the obvious choices for kids.

Continue reading the adaptation you have chosen to share, channeling students to continue noticing 
adaptations and thinking about what could have prompted the author to make them.

“Let me read on, and this time will you make your own additions to our chart in your notebook? After a bit we’ll talk 
about the next adaptations you notice and the theories you develop.”

I continued, reading the first few pages of the book. In the story, Prince Cinders is introduced as a “small, spotty, and 
scruffy” prince with three hairy brothers who are always zooming off to the disco and leaving him behind to clean. 
Instead of a fairy godmother appearing, a dirty fairy falls out of the chimney. Whenever I reached an adaptation, my 
voice signaled that I was seeing something really intriguing and I wondered if they were seeing it too, but I did not 
pause. At one point I looked up to say, “I have to do some jotting in my notebook before we read on—give me just a 
second?” Then I ducked my head and jotted like crazy, resisting the temptation to eye the class as if to say, “Are you 
doing this too?” I knew my absolute absorption in the task would be a more powerful nudge.

After a bit, I said, “Turn and tell the person beside you what you are thinking, and I’m going to be a researcher, recording 
what I hear you say. Oliver, you want to be a researcher too, and jot down what you hear people saying?”

Then Oliver and I listened in on conversations, and after two minutes or so I conferred with him to glean what he had 
heard.

List and chart another adaptation you overheard children discussing and ask them to signal if they’d noticed 
that kind of adaptation as well.

Speaking to the whole group, I said, “I heard lots of you talking about the way Babette’s fairy godmother is a dirty fairy. 
Will you put a thumb up if you and your partner noticed that very same thing?”

Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales
Changing the character:
from a girl to a boy
from a fancy godmother to a less fancy one (a dirty one)
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 9

Teachers, we’ve designed this so that it puts the 
least burden possible on you. You’ll see that we 
have grouped four children around a single 
copy of an adaptation of Cinderella and sug-
gested they each also have a copy of the classic 
text, which you can print from the CD-ROM. 

We do this not because it’s perfect, but 
because we realize you have other subjects to 
teach and to provision and we do not want to 
be too greedy of your time or your budget. If 
you have the resources and wish to build your 
classroom collection of fairy tale adaptations, 
we recommend, in addition to Prince Cinders, 
Susan Lowell and Jane Manning’s Cindy Ellen 
and Frances Minters’s Cinder-Elly. The best 
scenario would be to have duplicates of these 
books, which would allow each partnership to 
have a book; alternatively, you could have a 
small table with one lovely copy of the picture 
book and then give each writer a typed text of 
the words printed onto a sheet of paper that 
they may mark. Or, you could do both!

Obviously, we are packing a lot into this les-
son. First lessons are often like that—we pro-
vide lots of information and a variety of entry 
points, knowing that we’ll follow up on them 
throughout the course of the unit. Don’t expect 
your students to absorb everything you’re telling 
them right away. You’ll be able to better get a 
sense of what work you’ll want to pull out and 
focus on as the unit progresses.

LINK

Channel students to spend today working with each other in small groups, going from table to table, reading 
other adaptations and adding to the chart.

“Writers, I am going to let you in on a secret. When you make a theory or two or three about why an author did this or 
that, even if you are not totally right, this helps your own writing. Because the theories you invent about how and why 
authors adapt fairy tales will fuel your own writing work. Be sure you are jotting those theories in your notebooks. You 
have your work cut out for you today! You know that to compare adaptations and get a sense for how they tend to go, 
you need to study more than one text. So . . . drumroll, please.

“At each of the tables in the room you will find a different adaptation of Cinderella—Prince Cinders and a couple of 
others. You will each have your own printout of the original story in your writing folders. I’m going to send two partner-
ships to each table, and after ten minutes at one table, I’m going to signal you that you need to switch to another table, 
whether or not you are done with the first story. When you arrive at a table, will you first set up your notebooks so you 
are ready to take notes and decide how four of you will study one text? I suggest one person reads it aloud, stopping 
after a chunk for you all to take notes and talk about the text, and then that person reads another chunk. But you may 
invent another system so long as it takes you no more than two minutes to get yourselves started.

“One more thing: It will be helpful, as you study these tales, to pay attention to the fact that a lot of things stay the 
same in the adaptation. The trouble is usually the same. For example, Prince Cinders still wants to go to the event where 
his brothers are and he still cannot go because he’s home doing chores.”
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10 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

S TUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO KEEP THEMSELVES PRODUCTIVE and busy with very 
little assistance. You will still want to make sure that each group of students is 

organized so that everyone can see the text (either the original or a photocopy), has 
decided on a way to read the text together, and that each student has set herself up to 
record what she’s noticing in her writer’s notebook. If you feel like your students need 
more scaffolding, you might stop them after each step so they’ve followed the steps 
correctly the first time around.

Once you see that students are mostly engaged, you will want to get a sense of how 
this work is going to start determining what you’ll need to teach. At right we’ve listed 
a few things that students often need help with as this unit begins; you’ll notice other 
things as well.

It will be the last of these that you’ll especially want to address, because chances are 
good that your children will need an extra nudge to dig deep enough to speculate 
about an author’s reasons behind her adaptations. Jasmine, for example, was intent 
on listing every possible difference between Prince Cinders and the classic version of 
Cinderella. When I asked, “What are you working on as a writer?” she merely shoved 
her list toward me so that I could admire it (see Figure 1–1 on next page).

I said, “You are such a researcher, aren’t you? It is impressive that you aren’t just 
making these observations in your mind—you’re recording them. I wonder, though, 
when you take notes like this, what do you do with them?” Jasmine looked a bit con-
fused. “Show them to you? she asked. “Yes, and you did that,” I confirmed. “But how 
do the notes you’re taking help you? The reason I ask is that many writers take notes 
because once they have things on the page, they may think about them. And if I were 
you, after listing a bunch of ways in which the story changed, I’d want to think about 
those ways. Usually the author makes one big change and all the other changes sort 
of domino from that—they’re connected. So I’d want to reread my list and star what 
I thought was the biggest change, or the first one. And I’d want to see if some of the 
other changes come from the first main change. Like, you wrote here that the author 

CONFERRING AND SMALL-GROUP WORK

Using Notes as a Tool for Thinking

If you see . . . You could teach . . .
Students reading silently “Fairy tales are a bit like poems in that they 

are meant to be read out loud. Piper, would 
you read this part like it’s gold? And the rest 
of you, think about our questions: When 
this author adapted the original story, what 
changed and what stayed the same? What 
does the author seem to be trying to do 
when he or she changes one thing and not 
others?—so that as soon as Piper finishes 
you can begin talking about what changes 
and your theories about why.”

Students recording adapta-
tions they note without dis-
cussing them

“Whoa, writers, may I pause you before you 
move on? I see you discovered that Frances 
Minters changed the setting and you think 
she did this because it wasn’t fair to city kids. 
Wow! But now you are already looking for 
more changes. I want to remind you to con-
sider several possible reasons for the change 
by . . . [I let my voice fade and the kids fill 
in, saying ‘Maybe . . . Or could it be . . . And, 
what about. . . .’].

Students pointing to what 
they see on the page, but 
not surmising why

“Why might the author have made this ad-
aptation? You don’t know for sure, none of 
us do, but we need to sort of wonder about 
possible reasons.”

made the fairy godmother into a dirty fairy. But why? What else happens because she 
did that? How does it affect the rest of the story?”

Jasmine looked perplexed, so I nudged a bit more. “A perfect-looking, clean fairy god-
mother has perfect magic, right? How about this dirty fairy?”“She’s always messing 
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 11

stuff up!” Jasmine said, her eyes starting to light up. “Aha! So the author is not just 
changing one detail about the fairy that doesn’t affect anything—it affects everything! 
She can’t even do magic! How does that affect what happens in the story?” “Well, it’s 
like, the fairy messed everything up, so Prince Cinders doesn’t go to the disco in a fancy 
car. It’s like the opposite of Cinderella.”

“What do you mean? Can you compare the two?” “In Cinderella the magic works and 
Cinderella just gets what she wants from the fairy godmother. She gets the coach and 
the fancy dress and stuff. But Prince Cinders doesn’t get fancy stuff—he gets a toy car, 
and turns into a hairy gorilla! So . . . he kind of has to make the best of it and figure it 

FIG. 1–1 Jasmine’s notebook entry

MID-WORKSHOP TEACHING
Notes Capture Thinking, Not Just Facts

“Writers, look up for a minute. I want to tell you about the work Jasmine 
has just done as she records her thinking about the changes Babette Cole 
made in Prince Cinders. Jasmine showed me a giant list she had going in her 
notebook, and when I asked her to tell me what she noticed about the items 
on her list, she didn’t have a lot to say.”

Jasmine piped in, “I spent so much time making my list of changes that I 
never got to thinking about why she made those changes.”

I nodded and added, “So Jasmine went back to her list and started thinking 
about why the author made each of the changes. Jasmine, can you tell us 
what you discovered?”

Jasmine continued, “I was just thinking that, you know how the fairy god-
mother is a dirty fairy in this book? Well, I was noticing that she’s this dirty 
fairy and she can’t really do magic! So Prince Cinders has to figure his prob-
lems out on his own. Maybe that’s why the fairy is a dirty fairy.”

“Readers, do you see how Jasmine is really pushing herself to do more than 
just list adaptations she sees in the story? She even added another column to 
her notes so that she could record the why next to the changes she noticed. 
You might want to take a look at your notes and see if they are holding all of 
your deep thinking work, too. You don’t need to organize your notes in the 
same way that Jasmine is doing, but you do need your notes to capture deep 
thinking about not only what you see, but also about why the author may 
have done that.”

Possible Lessons—Authors 
Adapt Fairy Tales

Examples
Prince instead of 
princess (Cinderella, 
Prince Cinders)
Disco instead of ball
Dirty fairy down 
chimney
She didn’t succeed in 
doing her magic.
Lost his pants
Brothers not sisters
3 siblings not two
Doesn’t say anything 
about parents

FIG. 1–2 It can be helpful to provide students 
with a few prompts to think about why 
authors make decisions.

out on his own. And he still ends 
up with the princess. Maybe 
Babette wanted him to have to 
figure it out on his own?”

“Ah. So a lot of big things are 
affected because Babette Cole 
changed the fairy godmother 
into a dirty fairy who can’t do 
magic! That is the kind of deep 
thinking writers do when study-
ing adaptations like this—kind 
of like following the bread-
crumbs of an idea, right? You 

follow the changes the author makes and discover some big ideas about why she 
chose to make those changes. I think you might need another column over here in your 
notes so you can write some of this stuff down!”
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12 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

Set students up to share what they’ve noticed about the what and why of adaptations, collecting the class’s 
knowledge on the anchor chart.

I’d asked the students to bring their notebooks to the rug so that we could discuss what they’d noticed about the 
adaptations they’d been studying.

“Writers. You’ve now spent some time with several fairy tale adaptations, including Prince Cinders, which you’re getting 
to know really well. This is a time for groups to share what you’ve noticed—not just about which adaptations authors 
have made, but why you think they’ve made them. We can pool our knowledge and collect it here on our chart. Take a 
moment to look through your notes, and let’s hear from one writer in each group about one thing you noticed in one 
of the fairy tale adaptations you studied together. Don’t forget to add the why when you tell us about it. Mariko, would 
you be our scribe and add on to the chart?

“Harry, you look ready—what’s something you and your group noticed?” Harry scanned his notebook entry, which 
looked like this (see Figure 1–2):

changes to setting

olden ! new

It might be easier to picture if new rather than old. For example, I can’t picture Cinderella’s 
village, but I can picture New York City.

changes to events

ball ! basketball game

I think it changed to make it easier to understand.

“Well, when we were studying Cinder-Elly, we noticed that she isn’t going to a ball, she’s going to a basketball game!”

SHARE

Pooling Knowledge Gleaned from Mentor Texts

FIG. 1–2 Harry’s notebook entry
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Session 1: Adapting Classic Tales 13

“Ah, okay, interesting. That’s not really a change to a character, is it, it’s a change to the story’s events. I think we need 
another section—Mariko, leave some space, and then write a heading, Changing the events. Harry, what did your group 
think might be the read on why Frances Minters decided to make that change?”

“Well we were thinking that it kind of makes the story more modern, like it could happen now. I mean, like we go to 
basketball games too, now. It’s like Cinder-Elly could be anyone.”

“Whoa, that’s a big one! Changing from something old-fashioned to something modern. Mariko, would you add that? 
Did any other groups notice adaptations that made the story more modern? Turn and tell someone who wasn’t in your 
group what you noticed. That way you’re working to spread what you learned all around the room.”

Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales
Changing the character:
from a girl to a boy
from a fancy godmother to a less fancy one (a dirty one)

Changing the events:
from something old-fashioned to something modern

Channel your students to consider which fairy tale they might choose to adapt.

“This chart is growing into a really helpful collection of your knowledge! It’s going to be a great tool for you to use as 
you work on your very own adaptations. Tomorrow is a really exciting day—you’re going to actually start working on 
your very first fairy tale adaptations! And everything you’ve noticed about these published adaptations will be so helpful 
as you start planning and writing. I mentioned that for this unit’s first story, you are going to get to choose between two 
tales, Little Red Riding Hood and The Three Billy Goats Gruff. We’ve been reading these tales together, so I know that 
you all know the classic versions really well. You may even have been doing some thinking already about which tale 
you’ll choose. I want to give you a couple of minutes right now to think and start coming to a decision about which tale 
that will be. I can’t wait to get started with this tomorrow, and to hear all of the interesting and meaningful ways you 
start adapting these stories! It’s going to be so cool—we’ll start with just two classic tales, and after tomorrow, there 
will be the beginnings of twenty-six totally different adaptations of them in the room!”

This teaching share is about collecting more 
ideas about how writers make consequen-
tial adaptations of fairy tales, but it is also an 
opportunity to highlight the importance of stu-
dents sharing what they have learned with each 
other—promoting independence, ownership of 
the material, and a sense of writing community

Teachers, your class’s chart will look different 
from this one; this lesson is a student-driven 
inquiry, so while you will be guiding students 
and pushing them to think deeply—espe-
cially about the why part of the changes they 
notice—the content of the chart will depend on 
not only the selection of fairy tale adaptations 
your students are using, but also on the things 
your students notice. More important than 
the actual changes they notice is the idea that 
writers who adapt fairy tales do so in meaning-
ful ways, for reasons that are larger than “just 
because it’s cool,” for reasons that are connected 
to  big-picture ideas.
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14 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

THE CHALLENGE WHEN TEACHING is not finding topics one could teach, but 
selecting from the many possibilities to make the biggest difference for children. As 
you embark on this unit, your mind will brim with observations about the genre that 

you could share with your children. Do children know things generally come in threes in a 
fairy tale? Do they understand these stories were written to teach life lessons—that Little 
Red Riding Hood is a cautionary tale, warning children against talking to strangers? Do 
they know that in fairy tales, there is often a villain in the shape of a troll, a giant, an ogre, 
a mean stepmother? One could easily imagine an inquiry lesson that channels students 
to talk about what they notice in this genre.

That lesson will come in this unit, but we postpone it until the start of the third bend. 
At that point, children have lived inside fairy tales for a few weeks, so they’ll be able to 
draw on a close knowledge of fairy tales to make those observations. They’ll also need at 
that point to be conscious of the characteristics of the genre because they’ll be embarking 
on the project of writing their own original fairy tale.

For now, we immerse students in the genre and provide them with opportunities to 
work inside the supportive scaffolds of a familiar fairy tale; we don’t overwhelm them with 
too many specifics about the particular genre. This is a deliberate decision, made because 
our priority is that students use fairy tales as a vehicle for understanding story and writing 
fiction. We want them to see the structure of a short story that undergirds all fairy tales, 
and for now it is less important that they learn the unique features of fairy tales. 

Of course, it is not a small challenge for children to learn traditional story structure.
Within that general topic, this unit spotlights helping children learn the plotting work 
that a short-story writer does. It is essential that children learn that in a story the main 
character usually wants something and encounters a bit of trouble along the way. That’s 
the focus of this session.

As the children work with fairy tale adaptations today, help them to grasp that the parts 
of a story are interconnected. As you read aloud an adaptation or two of one story, show COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS: W.3.3a, W.3.5, W.3.10, W.4.3.a, RL.3.1, RL.3.2, 

RL.3.3, RL.3.5, RL.3.10, RL.4.2, SL.3.1, SL.3.4, SL.3.6, SL.4.4, L.3.1, L.3.3, L.3.6

IN THIS SESSION, you’ll teach students that writers adapt fairy 
tales in meaningful ways. When changes are made, they must be consequen-
tial changes that affect other elements of the story, rippling throughout.

G E T T I N G  R E A D Y
! Students’ writers notebooks (see Link)

! “How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation” chart (see Connection)

! “Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales” chart (see Name the Teaching Point)

! Chart paper and markers (see Small-Group Work and Conferring)

Session 2

Writing Story Adaptations 
that Hold Together
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Session 2: Writing Story Adaptations that Hold Together 15

“We want students to use fairy tales 
as a vehicle for understanding story 
and for writing fiction.”

children how any adaptation, any change in plot, may lead to 
a cascade of subsequent changes. This domino effect is an 
important pillar of this session.

You’ll especially encourage children to take note of the 
types of changes authors make to traditional tales as they 
adapt them. Authors of adaptations may aim to make a tale 
more modern, more inclusive, or more socially just. You’ll lead 
children to resist making cosmetic or surface changes, such as 
simply changing the name of a character. Instead, you’ll rally 
your class of writers to make purposeful changes, ones that 
improve the original tale or make it more modern.

As children think about the adaptations that other authors 
have made, they will also think about their own. In this session, 
children will write plans for their stories, not only planning 
how they will adapt a traditional fairy tale, but how they will 
tell a good story. This session is filled to the brim with remind-
ers of the work of strong fiction writing—rehearsing plotlines, 
creating character traits, imagining story setting. At the end of 
workshop today, children will move from writing story plans to 
planning and storytelling scenes. Scenes may feel new to your 
children but you’ll show them how one scene is like one small 
moment, a familiar structure children learned in the beginning 
of the year. This unit allows children to come full circle, end-
ing the year with a unit that recycles and elevates the narrative 
writing with which they began their third-grade year.
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16 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

  ! COACHING

Your goal today will be to channel students 
to make their own adaptations of a fairy 
tale; your hope is that these will be conse-
quential and purposeful. Across the length 
of the unit, you will want children to real-
ize that authors alter fairy tales for  reasons—
perhaps an author thinks too many tales are set 
in pastoral setting, are sexist or old-fashioned, 
or aren’t centered on positive values. That is, 
you are hoping to make the project of writ-
ing an adaptation as consequential as possible. 

If you know that some of your students still 
haven’t internalized the two original tales they 
are choosing between, you might orchestrate 
having these children in writing partnerships 
where both children are adapting the same tale, 
to provide an additional layer of support.

I’m not sure that all of the children have a grasp 
of what it means for things to fall like a row of 
dominoes, so I used my hands to illustrate this 
important concept.

CONNECTION

Channel students to think about the underlying ideas about adaptations that they’d discussed in the previous 
session, especially highlighting the way one adaptation creates a cascade of others.

“Let’s start today by thinking about yesterday’s realizations. When writers adapt fairy tales, what do they change? And 
more importantly, Why do they make those changes? We noticed two big changes authors tend to make—they change 
the characters and they change the events. Hmm, . . . will you look over your notes, and think to yourself about why the 
author made the adaptations he or she made?” I turned to my notes and began rereading them with rapt attention, 
knowing that my doing so would channel students to do likewise.

After a moment, I said, “Turn and tell your partner some of the reasons why you think an author might alter an original 
fairy tale, making an adaptation of it. Go.”

As children talked, I listened to one, then another. Realizing that children weren’t drawing on the chart from the preced-
ing day, I called out, “Writers, the charts in our room are meant to be references. When you need something to jog your 
memory, check a chart.”

After a minute, I reconvened the class. “Writers, many of you are talking about the fact that when a writer makes one 
change—say, changing Cinderella from a girl to a boy—that one change changes other things, right? What were some 
examples, I’m trying to remember?”

Jasmine said, “Yes, ’cause changing the Cinderella losing her glass slipper to Prince Cinders losing his pants made a 
whole lot of other changes!” Soon the class recalled that this one change, changing a glass slipper to pants, meant that 
the princess would write a proclamation to find the man with the lost trousers, which would lead every prince trying to 
fit the trousers, which would lead to Prince Cinders finally trying on and fitting into the pair of pants.

“So, am I right that you are saying the first big change the author makes—say, turning Cinderella into a boy—is like 
a domino that falls over and pushes other things to change?” I asked, adding, “So, what if we decided that too often 
the main characters in fairy tales are farm animals, and for children everywhere to enjoy fairy tales it would be better 

MINILESSON

Writing Story Adaptations that Hold Together
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You will want to emphasize imagining the 
implications of any one of those decisions. You 
could, of course, go an entirely different way 
than thinking about hamsters. If one child 
suggests they all explore the possibility of The 
Three Little Pigs being renamed The Three 
Little Dogs, then you will want to help stu-
dents wonder whether the villain should still 
be a hungry wolf. Might it be an eager dog 
catcher? Would the story still be set in the 
country, or might it be in a city? If the children 
decided that their adaptation of The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff involved turning the goats 
into raccoons, will the raccoons trip-trap over 
a bridge to get to the meadow? Will they skitter 
across the bridge? Or will the author invent a 
different route to their destination? If their des-
tination is a brimful garbage can in the alley, 
are the raccoons crossing a porch instead of a 
bridge?

The reason that we ask children to get their 
story in mind is that this means they may listen 
to the work with Cinderella while beginning to 
do similar work adapting their own story. You’ll 
notice fairly often throughout the series that we 
shoehorn topic choice into the connection of a 
minilesson for just this reason.

if the characters were household pets that city kids as well as farm kids might know about? How might that affect a 
story like The Three Little Pigs?”

Charlie announced, “It could be the three little . . . um . . . hamsters?”

I nodded. “So if the pigs were hamsters, would they still build houses, would it still be a big, bad wolf that terrorized 
them? With your partner, think about the changes that might result if you changed the pigs to hamsters.”

As the children talked, I listened in and after a minute I called the class back.“My goodness, I am so impressed with the 
‘domino thinking’ that I heard. Some of you were saying that it would be a big, bad cat that was after the hamsters! 
And the cat wouldn’t say, ‘I’ll huff and I’ll puff,’ he would say, ‘I’ll hiss and I’ll scratch.’ The hamsters wouldn’t reply, ‘Not 
by the hair on my chinny, chin, chin,’ but . . . but . . . well, no one figured out that part yet.

“So, writers, this leads me to the idea for what I want to teach you today.”

Name the teaching point.

“Today I want to teach you that when writers plan how an adaptation of a story will go, they do two things. First, they 
decide on a change that they think will improve the story, and second, they make sure that the change leads to other 
changes so the whole story fits together. Often the one big adaptation cascades like a row of dominoes through the 
writer’s adaptation of the fairy tale.”

How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation

Know the classic story and tell it often.
Decide on a change to improve the story.
Make the change lead to other changes so the whole story fits together.

TEACHING

Recruit children to join you in thinking about a purposeful adaptation of a fairy tale and how that one change 
could lead to a domino effect, creating the need for other changes.

“I know yesterday you did some thinking and talking about which fairy tale—Little Red Riding Hood or The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff—you’ll choose to adapt. If you haven’t chosen your tale yet, take a minute now to decide.” I paused.

“Thumbs-up if you have decided.” I scanned the room, making sure most thumbs were up. “I’m going to be writing an 
adaptation of Cinderella—and hoping you help with that.”

D
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18 Grade 3: Once Upon a Time

Take some time to do this. Giving children 
spaces within a minilesson and asking them 
to think about something in those intervals is 
very important. As long as you are talking, your 
voice fills the minds of the listeners. When you 
stop talking, you leave space for them to do 
their own thinking.

You needn’t muse, ‘It is about a girl who wants 
the fancy dress . . . ’ if you do not think your 
children need this scaffold. Your job is to mod-
ulate the amount of scaffolding you provide 
so that students are left to do some important 
and challenging work. This last bit of think-
ing aloud may provide too much scaffolding for 
your students. Be conscious when you provide 
support that lowers the cognitive demands you 
place on kids, but also realize that it takes a 
lot of depth-of-knowledge level 1 work for stu-
dents to be able to handle depth-of-knowledge 
level 4 work.

In this instance, chances are good that you were 
the first one to object to the materialistic bent 
to the story. But you needn’t tell that to the 
kids. Resist the instinct to say, “I thought of that 
first,” and instead, if a child says this, support 
this idea!

“Before a person can think about a possible adaptation, it helps to have the original well in mind. So I’m going to list 
in my mind the main things that happen in Cinderella; will you meanwhile do the same for your story?” I was quiet in 
front of the class, touching one finger, then another, as I silently recalled the main events in Cinderella.

Then I resumed talking to the class. “Now comes the hard part. We need to think—what is an important way in which 
we could change the elements of this story to make it better? I usually start by thinking, ‘Is there a part or an aspect 
of the story that I don’t really agree with, the way it is now? Is there a reason to change the story?’ Will you join me in 
doing this work first with Cinderella, because it is hard work and I’d love your help, and then with your fairy tale? Okay, 
let’s recall the main events in Cinderella and as we do, think, ‘Is there a reason that we don’t love the message in this 
story, or the way it goes?’ Let’s review the plot of the story.” Then, referring to my fingers as I proceeded through the 
plot outline, I said:

" Cinderella is mistreated by her stepmother and her stepsisters. She has to do all the work.

" An invitation comes to a ball at the palace; they tell Cinderella she has to get them ready for the ball and then to 
stay home, cleaning the ashes out of the fireplace.

" A fairy godmother gives Cinderella a fancy dress and a fancy pumpkin carriage so she looks like a fancy princess. 
The magic will go away at midnight.

" Cinderella goes to the ball and dances with the prince.

" At the stroke of midnight, she runs out, leaving a glass slipper, which the prince finds.

" The prince searches for the owner, finds Cinderella. They get married and live happily ever after.

“So let’s think about a big reason to change this story. Hmm, . . . what do you think?” I left a long stretch of silence 
while I thought. Musing to myself I said, quietly, “It’s about this girl, who wants the fancy dress and fancy car so she 
can get the fancy prince. . . .”

“Tell the person beside you what might not be so great about this story, what you might change.”

After listening as the children talked, I reconvened the class. “You have really got me thinking. I agree that it isn’t that 
great to have a story where the one and only thing the girl wants is to go to the ball and marry the right man. She isn’t 
really the sort of powerful girl that many of us want in our stories—all she does is goes to a dance and look fancy.”

Sam was on his knees with excitement. “And who cares if she has the fanciest dress or goes in the fanciest car, I mean, 
the fanciest pumpkin? The story is like teaching bad values, it is practically saying ‘go spend money,’ ‘go get stuff,’ and 
that’s not right.”
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Let children chime in. You want their thinking. 
If they don’t seem to be activating their brains 
in moments like this, you may need to signal to 
kids that they need to be thinking with you and 
to have something to share.

Don’t worry about resolving the whole story 
with all its details. Writers don’t proceed in that 
way. This is planning. If you do resolve the story, 
however, be sure you look ahead to what we do 
with the story in the upcoming sessions, decid-
ing whether you want that to influence you. 
There is no reason that your adaptation needs 
to mirror ours.

“So, . . . are we all saying that we want to change what Cinderella wants, what she wishes for? Maybe instead of 
wishing to go to the ball and marry the handsome prince, maybe she wants . . . hmm, . . . what? We’ll have to think 
what better or a bigger goal we’d want to give her. Maybe she wants something that will make the world a better place, 
not just to marry the right guy. Like she wants to save the dolphins. . . .”

“Or to open a library!”

“Or give homes to the homeless!”

I nodded. “And if we decided, for example, that the invitation would be to go to a meeting to plan a new library, not 
a ball, then we’d need to decide if Cinderella’s job was to get the mean stepsisters ready for that meeting about the 
library, or maybe they wouldn’t even want to go. And we’d need to decide if she needed a fancy car and dress—what 
do you think?” Children called out that maybe she’d just need a bike.

Debrief in ways that highlight the fact that the class is making a significant change in the fairy tale and a 
change that will cascade like dominoes throughout the story, affecting a lot of other things.

“So, do you see that first you think about a way to improve the original story? Someone could decide to change a 
fairy tale because they thought that the fairy tales too often are set in the country, so they might decide to write a city 
version. Or . . . what else?”

Children suggested that a person might decide that authors might change something in a story from being really rich 
and fancy to something more regular, that everyone could relate to—like our Cinderella’s bike! Sierra mentioned that 
for our class adaptation of Cinderella, we wanted to change it so Cinderella didn’t just want fancy things and riches (for 
example, money and power), she wanted to do something good in the world. I highlighted the idea that another big
thing that authors change is motivations, doing so in such a way that Sierra thought she’d had the idea herself. I asked 
Harry to add that as another category before the bullet. Our chart, Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales, now looked like this:

Ways Authors Adapt Fairy Tales
Changing the character:
from a girl to a boy
from a fancy godmother to a less fancy one (a dirty one)

Changing the events:
from something old-fashioned to something modern
from something rich and fancy to something more people can relate to

Changing the motivations:
from wanting more money and power to wanting to do good in the world
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The active engagement is a time to assess how 
the strategy is working in action, a time to get 
your fingers on the pulse of your entire class-
room. It’s okay if you stumble across a part-
nership that is struggling, not yet grasping the 
essence of the strategy. Embrace this struggle as 
a teachable moment, giving students a tad more 
coaching so that they will feel supported in try-
ing the strategy successfully. This is an impor-
tant collaborative moment before they move 
into the independent part of the workshop.

When you send kids off to work, it is best if 
you have a clear idea of the range of options 
that you have in mind for what they’ll be doing. 
Usually your minilessons cumulate options and 
you end the minilesson by reminding kids of all 
the choices before them. But right now, you are 
trying to move all to start drafting and revising 
adaptations of a fairy tale. So for this session, 
you are expecting them all to write a page or so 
in their notebooks, and to be detailing how their 
proposed story could go. You’ll expect them to try 
more than one option, to especially think about 
the opening scene (you’ll teach into that later).

Then I said, “The other thing you realized is that one change makes other changes, right? The fact that Cinderella is 
going to a meeting, not a ball, changes what the fairy godmother will give her, right? The one change—turning her from 
a girl who wants to marry the right guy and needs a fancy dress to a girl who wants to help work on a new library for 
the town—ends up meaning that the story has other changes too.”

ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

Channel students to go through the same process, this time thinking about their intended adaptations.

“So think about your story with your partner and ask those important and hard questions. What don’t you love about 
your fairy tale, if anything? How might you change it? You probably will come to different ideas. Turn and talk.”

As children worked, I crouched alongside one group after another. I tried to steer children toward more consequential 
adaptations, noticing that many were making inconsequential changes at first. For example, Sam was saying he hated 
trolls and goats, so he planned to make his version of The Three Billy Goats Gruff about a parrot and a dirty pony. “Why 
a dirty pony?” I questioned, nudging for meaning or purpose. Sam shrugged, “I dunno. Well, a rhino then,” he said.

“Hmm, . . .” I said, realizing that Sam and his partners might be making random changes instead of ones for bigger 
reasons. “Remember, Sam, and all of you—it’s really important to make sure the changes you make are meaningful 
ones that lead to other important changes. One way is to keep story elements in mind as you’re thinking about what 
changes to make. For instance, what does the parrot want? What’s in its way? Answering these questions might help.” 
After some thinking out loud, Sam decided that his parrot lives in a zoo and wants his freedom—so the troll became 
the security guard that stood in his way—a more consequential change that would lead to other consequential changes 
in the story.

LINK

Channel students to get started writing plans for their own adaptation of a story. Remind them that the 
change should be significant, making it a better story.

“Writers, may I stop you? Oh my gosh, I am floored. You are not coming up with silly little adaptations like changing 
the wolf to a tiger, but with big ones. Shelly wants to make the story more current and changes the goats into people, 
and the bridge will be a busy, city bridge with cars and trains going over it. The poor troll has a lot to deal with! And 
Simone changed the goats to moles—which means the setting is totally different and the problems are totally different, 
because they live underground—can you guess what she changed the troll into? A hedgehog!
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“So, here is my suggestion for today. Get your plans down in your writer’s notebook. Don’t write plans as a story—don’t 
start it, ‘Once upon a time . . .’ and try to tell everything in a bit-by-bit story way, but do write a lot of the details for how 
things will go, and write in paragraphs. It might sound like this, ‘In my story, there will still be a character named . . . and 
like in the classic story, she will still . . . When the story starts I am thinking she will be. . . .’

“My other suggestion is to be hard on yourself. After you write a bit, pull back and think over your plan, draw a line, and 
try a different plan until you get one that feels great.”

FIG. 2–1 Ella’s notebook entry

FIG. 2–3 Cora’s notebook entry

FIG. 2–2 Jackson’s notebook entry
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DURING THE FIRST FEW DAYS OF THE UNIT, you’ll want to touch base with a 
majority of your writers, making sure that they are really thinking through their 

adaptations and not just changing the story at the surface level. You may find that 
some writers become overwhelmed by all of the possibilities for change and have a 
hard time focusing in on making changes that are consequential. If you find that a 
group of students is in this boat, you might reel them in with some guided practice 
using a mentor text (in this case, The Three Billy Goats Gruff) and a simple flowchart 
that might look something like this:

Character ! Setting ! Motivation/Trouble ! Resolution

You might explain the logic behind the flowchart by saying something like, “If I change 
something about the character, then other changes will follow—just like one domino 
knocking into the next. For example, if we change the billy goats to house cats, then 
the setting will change as well; they’ll probably live in a house.” Pointing to the chart 
as you go, you might continue, “and they’ll probably want big, juicy mice instead of 
sweet, tender grass. And probably the humans will get in their way! The resolution 
would need to change, too. Let’s try another version: If the billy goats become wolves, 
then they might live in a deep, dark forest in Alaska, and they might want rabbits to 
eat, and a hunter might stand in their way.”

You might ask students to use the chart, with your support, to come up with other 
potential adaptations for The Three Billy Goats Gruff, making sure to guide them 
toward changes that will cascade across the whole story. You’ll find, as I did, that 
understanding this crucial element of writing fairy tale adaptations will increase stu-
dents’ motivation exponentially. In fact, after this small-group work, Sam asked, “Can 
we take our notebooks home tonight to write?”

CONFERRING AND SMALL-GROUP WORK

Wrestling with Cohesion and Story Structure

 MID-WORKSHOP TEACHING Checking Adaptation Plans 

“Writers, may I stop all of you? Tomorrow you will begin actually writing the 
story, so I want to remind you to check that the adaptation you’re planning is 
a consequential one that will improve on the story in big ways. Let’s say that 
someone was adapting Cinderella and they decided to give her a magic lepre-
chaun instead of a fairy godmother, and he hopped in instead of flew in. Would 
that change be consequential? To answer that, think if it would affect a bunch of 
other things in the story and think whether it seems to be a significant, important 
change or a sort of silly—trivial—one. What do you think?”

The students, in unison, chimed in that it would be trivial.

“Let’s say someone was changing Cinderella and they decided that too many 
fairy tales are about brothers and sisters who are jealous of each other, and 
that in real life it is more usual for classmates to be jealous of each oth-
er. If the writer decided to change this to a story of competing classmates 
who wanted not a royal prince but something that they might get at school, 
would that be a change that changed other things—like changed the setting, 
changed the people, changed the actions?”

The students agreed that yes, that would be a significant, consequential change.

“So will you tell your partner the adaptations you are thinking of making, and 
help each other think whether those adaptations are significant, and if they 
are not, help each other come up with a different plan?”

After children did this, I said to them, “Writers, I have one more tip that I want 
to tell you. When you write your story tomorrow, you need to make sure that 
your adaptation doesn’t miss some of the super important parts of a good story. 
So right now, will you get in your mind how your adaptation is probably going 
to go? List, across your fingers, your plan for how your adapted fairy tale will 
go, and then I’m going to ask you something.” I gave them a minute to do this.
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You may encounter other students who need support reconstructing a coherent story 
line after their adaptations essentially deconstruct the original plot. We’ve found that 
sometimes it helps a child to try to summarize his story by using this thinking template:

Once upon a time there was ___. Every day, ___. One day ___. 
Because of that, ___. Because of that, ___. Until finally ___.

For example, Jackson’s consequential changes to his story led him to follow so many 
tangents that he lost his story line. He used the template to come up with this plan: 
“Once upon a time there were three dogs who lived in the city. Every day, they loved 
eating bones. One day there was a mean garden gnome blocking their way. He wanted 
to take them as pets to his master. Because of that, they couldn’t get to the bones. 
Because of that, the two biggest ones made excuses to get by and the little one tricked 
him. Until finally all three dogs got the bones.”

As you work with children, keep in mind that the goal of this unit is not so much 
that they learn all about the genre of fairy tales, but that their work with fairy tales 
helps them grasp the extremely powerful concept that stories often follow a predictable 
structure. This means that in your conferences and small-group work, you’ll want to be 
assessing which of your children seem to be aware of the fundamentals of story and 
which still need help with that. You will probably need to explicitly point out to some 
students that in all fairy tales, and indeed in any story, there is a character who has 
wants, who has motivations, and who runs into trouble meeting those wants. This is not 
a new concept for your children, but actually applying this idea to a new adaptation of 
a fairy tale may be challenging. Again, there is a thought template that may help remind 
children that they may use the key words to help them construct a story line.

Somebody wants something because . . . but . . . so . . .

“Now, here comes the thing you need to consider. Remember, good stories 
include a character who wants something—do you have that in your story? 
Thumbs up if you do, thumbs down if that is not yet clear.

“Good stories have a character who runs into trouble, who has a problem. 
Does your story have that?” I motioned with a thumbs-up and thumbs-down 
to signal I was expecting a response.

After children talked for a bit, I said, “You have a few more minutes to think 
through and write about your plan for your story in your writers’ notebooks. 
If you’ve got the plot all figured out, you might take some time to jot down 
character traits for your characters. Perhaps you’ll do some writing about the 
type of person or animal your main character is, how he responds to other 
characters, or the troubles he faces. I’ve put this on our chart so you can 
remember the work you can be doing today.

Make a character with traits and wants who runs into trouble.

FIG. 2–4 A chart like this with moveable Post-Its 
supports students in understanding the concept of 
changes that cascade across the story.
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Teach children to organize their story-planning notes into a few scenes, or Small Moment stories.

“Writers, may I stop you? It’s going to be time to get started on your first scene soon. So I want to help you a bit with 
that right now.

“Before you can write anything, you need to realize that a short story—and a fairy tale is a short story—is actually 
made up of two or three Small Moment stories. So we can look back at our plans for our Cinderella adaptation and we 
can think about the two or three Small Moment stories, or scenes, we’ll use to carry the whole of the plot. During today’s 
minilesson, you helped me think about the plot for the class Cinderella adaptation. Here are some notes that detail one 
plan for this story.” I showed a sheet of paper with my jotted notes.

Cinderella is still the stepsister who is treated like a servant. She loves reading.
A letter comes inviting them all to a fundraiser to save the town library.
The stepmother and stepsisters throw the letter away because they hate the library.
Cinderella cries and her fairy godmother arrives.
The fairy godmother grants Cinderella’s wishes so Cinderella may go to the fundraiser.
Cinderella saves the library.

“Will you and your partner look at that plan and see if you can box off two or three scenes we can write that would 
allow us to capture the whole story? You’ll see some of these points on the timeline can all be smushed into one flowing 
scene, and that is often the case.”

Rally children to plan with you the first scene of the class text.

Soon I asked, “What will our first scene, our first Small Moment story be?” The children agreed that Cinderella would be 
doing some kind of work and then an invitation would come in the mail about the event to save the library. I said, “So 
you are saying we can write that whole part of the story like it is one scene? Then we will jump ahead to a scene that 
comes later in the story—and we haven’t figured that one out yet. We’ll work on that more later.”

SHARE

Organize Notes to Plan Scenes
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Ask students to plan the first scenes of their own fairy tale adaptations and to practice storytelling that 
scene by writing in the air, making sure to get into the action.

“Right now, will you think of what the first scene, or Small Moment story, in your fairy tale will be? Doing this remem-
bering you only get to write about two or three scenes, so the first scene usually needs to be right where a lot of action 
is happening.” I left a pool of silence. “Give me a thumbs-up if you have thought of what the first Small Moment story, 
the first scene, might be.

“In a fairy tale, that scene usually starts, ‘One . . . ,’ and then there is a time, like ‘one day, one morning, one evening.’ 
Then the main character usually does or says something important. These stories are short so they don’t waste a lot of 
time about things that don’t relate to the story. Partner 2, turn and try to write in the air how your story will start. Begin 
with, ‘One’ . . . Go!”

His finger swirling elaborately in the air, Sam said, “One day, the parrot was resting in the zoo and the security guard 
was pacing up and down. The parrot began to peck at the door with his red beak. . . .”

Jackson shared, “One afternoon, Little Green Cleats was heading to soccer practice. He took a shortcut through the 
woods so that he would be first on the field.”

“Remember that the beginning of a story sets the stage for what’s to come. It should get right into the action because 
fairy tales are short—no words are wasted! Tonight, as you plan possible opening scenes, ask yourself, ‘Is there enough 
action? Does my main character do or say something important right away—something that sets the story rolling?’ I’ll 
add this to our chart.”

How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation

Know the classic story and tell it often.
Decide on a change to improve the story.
Make the change lead to other changes so the whole story fits together.
Make a character with traits and wants who runs into trouble.
Tell the story in two or three scenes (Small Moment stories).
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TODAY YOUR CHILDREN will start writing their stories. What we have found 
is that they are apt to pick up their pens, start writing, and write on and on and 
on, not making deliberate choices or crafting anything, but still writing up a storm 

with great pleasure. When they come up for air, they are totally committed to their story. 
“I already have four pages!” they’ll tell you. “I love my story,” they’ll say. Their intensity 
and absorption will be a beautiful thing, but their writing will probably be less beautiful. 
There is truth to the saying that fiction is the genre that kids want worst to write—and 
write the worst!

The answer here is that you mustn’t be afraid to teach. Your children will need you 
to teach with decisive clarity. And frankly, front-end revision is going to be much more 
efficient and satisfying than back-end revision.

Remember that the goal of the unit is not so much for kids to learn to write fairy tales 
but for them to learn to write fiction, and to learn through their work with fiction, to write 
more effectively in every genre. Eudora Welty once said, in One Writer’s Beginnings, “Poetry 
is the school I went to in order to learn to write prose” (1984). In this unit, fairy tales will 
be the school that children go to in order to learn to write fiction—and to learn to write 
well, in general. Your clarity about the purpose of the unit should help you spotlight the 
qualities and processes of good writing that are applicable across all stories.

This means that whereas the first two sessions focused on the unique challenges of 
adapting fairy tales, this session probably should focus on processes that would be equally 
important had this been a unit on writing realistic fiction or short fantasy or historical fic-
tion or mysteries. We’ve taught all those genres many times, and found that until children 
have had a huge amount of experience writing narratives—and specifically, fiction—the 
biggest challenge for them, hands down, will be that they tend to summarize instead of 
storytell. Children stride in big steps across the plot of the tale, overviewing the events 
and reactions to the events instead of writing in such a way that readers can climb into 
the shoes of the character and live the events. In The Stuff of Fiction (1972), Gerald Brice 
writes, ”It’s not enough for a writer to tell a reader about a person or a place, he must 

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS: W.3.3.b, W.3.4, W.3.5, W.3.10, W.4.3.b,d; RL.3.1, 
RL.3.2, RL.3.3, RL.3.5, SL.3.1, SL.3.2, SL.3.4, SL.3.6, L.3.1, L.3.3, L.3.6

IN THIS SESSION, you’ll teach students that writers story-tell or 
act out their stories to help as they plan their drafts and as they write their 
drafts.

G E T T I N G  R E A D Y
! Writers’ notebooks and writing folders stocked with several sheets of lined 

paper

! “How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation” chart (see Connection)

! Your demonstration writer’s notebook (see Teaching)

! Blank paper folded into fourths to make scene-planning booklets, one per pair 
of students (see Active Engagement)

! Blank paper to make scene-planning booklets for homework, several sheets 
per student (see Share)

Session 3

Storytelling, Planning, 
and Drafting Adaptations 

of Fairy Tales
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Specifically, this session teaches children the importance 
of rehearsal. Children will first recall what they have learned 
about rehearsal and then, through guided practice, you will set 
them up to story-tell as a way to try out different ways their sto-
ries might go. The focus today will be on bringing stories to life 
through acting, so you will want to encourage children to first 
embellish their story scenes with enough detail so that they 
may then bring heightened drama and emotion to their acting. 
This use of storytelling and acting is not only an essential tool 
for planning stories, it honors the rich tradition of oral story-
telling that accompanies fairy tales and spans many cultures. 
You may choose to weave in examples from famous children’s 
storytellers from different cultures and backgrounds.

You’ll encourage children to craft their enactments, paus-
ing to consider whether they have gotten a character’s tone of 
voice, gesture, or posture just right. Of course, by teaching stu-
dents to pause and to reconsider, you are also teaching them 
to revise their writing, even before a word is written. Writers 
revise as they plan; they are revising when they reconsider 
where, in the sequence of events, they’ll start the story—want-
ing to start it close to the main action—and when they think, 
“What exactly will the main character be doing or saying when 
the story starts?” Writers are revising when they pause after 
they’ve written a portion of the story and ask, “How could I 
do this even better?”

help readers be the person . . . the basic failure of most writ-
ing is a failure of the writer’s imagination . . . he is not trying 
hard enough to live moment to moment in the shoes of his 
character.”

John Gardner, in On Becoming a Novelist (1999, 71), adds 
to that advice: “Write as if you were a movie camera. Get 
exactly what is there—the trick is to bring it out . . . getting 
down what you the writer really noticed.”

These are big guns to bring out in preparation for a little 
lesson that aims to teach third-graders how to tell a story, but 
we hope these quotes fill you with resolve to teach this ses-
sion as if it were one of the most important lessons you will 
ever teach, because we think that for narrative writers, it is. 
There is little that matters more to a fledgling fiction writer 
than learning to step into the shoes of the characters, to live 
the story, to reenact while writing.

“There is little that matters more 
to a fledgling fiction writer than 
learning to step into the shoes of the 
characters, to live the story, to reenact 
while writing.”
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  ! COACHING

If your writers haven’t gotten a lot of writing 
done, you won’t start this way. The point is to 
create a little buzz at the start of the miniles-
son. The other goal is to make this part of the 
minilesson extremely brief, as the middle sec-
tion is very long and includes several cycles of 
guided practice.

CONNECTION

Celebrate the volume of work children have produced and ask them to share their progress with a partner.

“Writers, can you believe all that we’ve done in just two days? Quickly tour your partner through your writer’s notebook, 
showing your partner how much writing work you have done in just two days.”

After a moment, I interceded, “Okay. It is great you have already gotten into the swing of doing a lot of work because 
today you are going to do even more in one day than you did in that last two days!”

Point out that writers need to rehearse; recruit children to list ways they know to rehearse for writing.

“By now, writers, you are experienced enough that you should be able to tell me, not the other way around, what you 
need to do first to get started writing your actual stories. I’m pretty sure you already know that you need to rehearse. 
But will you think about the ways that you know writers of stories, of narratives, use to rehearse? Go ahead and call 
out ways writers rehearse!” From throughout the group, voices called out, “Story-tell to each other!” “Sketch or act out 
what happens.” “Think what is first, next, next!” “Timeline.” “Try different leads.”

Name the teaching point.

“Today I want to remind you that the real goal when you rehearse for writing a story is not to come up with something 
to say, but to make the story you will write much stronger. If you story-tell and act out your story, your rehearsal brings 
your story to life.” I referenced our chart (at right).

D

MINILESSON

Storytelling, Planning, and Drafting 
Adaptations of Fairy Tales

How to Write a Fairy Tale 
Adaptation

Know the classic story and tell it 
often.
Decide on a change to improve 
the story.
Make the change lead to other 
changes so the whole story fits 
together.
Make a character with traits and 
wants who runs into trouble.
Tell the story in two or three 
scenes (Small Moment stories).
Story-tell or act out the first 
scene, filling in lifelike details.
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In this session, you’ll be using the method of 
guided practice because this lesson has sev-
eral parts. You’ll take children through mul-
tiple cycles of rehearsal, beginning with the 
rehearsal of the class story. Then, you’ll coach 
them to rehearse their adaptations one way, 
then another way. You’ll coach into their talk, 
lifting their level of work. You wouldn’t want 
to demonstrate this all in one sitting, having 
children stare for long periods of time with-
out opportunities to practice. Therefore, you’ll 
break it down into small steps, demonstrating 
for a bit and then coaching them to give it a try 
in bite-sized steps.

Calling on the child will only work if you have 
a student who is ready and able to lay out a 
clear plan. Otherwise say the plan yourself. 
This plan needs to be clear and stable.

Watch the pace of this minilesson. You need to 
plan on being very quick. You need to channel 
writers to do whatever it is you have in mind 
with forcefulness and urgency, and to interrupt 
their work in short order so as to progress to 
the next step. Otherwise this minilesson will 
lag on. You may quickly jot the story as you 
go, using the method you’re most comfortable 
with. You might choose to jot notes to yourself 
that you’ll write up on chart paper later or you 
might choose to write on an overhead projector, 
Smart Board, or document camera if you have 
the access and inclination. 

TEACHING

Help students recall and then embellish the steps of the Small Moment story that they’ll be telling. 

“Let’s use storytelling and acting as a way to rehearse the first scene in our Cinderella adaptation, and while doing that 
I think I can give you some tips that will help you do the same work with your own fairy tale adaptation. Before we can 
story-tell or act out the adaptation, we probably want to story-tell at least the start of the classic story. Then we need to 
get clear about the facts of our adaptation, right? We’re going to use the same blank booklets we’ve used to story-tell 
and plan an entire story, but we’re going to use them differently. This time, when I use the booklet, I’m going to use it 
to tell just one scene.

“So—next we need to think about our first scene. We have figured out Cinderella will be doing some kind of work for 
her mean stepsisters and then a letter arrives about a meeting to plan a way to save the town library. 

“Okay, right now, across your fingers, list what is going to happen in this first scene—in detail. You know Cinderella is 
working, but what is she doing, exactly? Is she sitting? Standing? Who is near her? Who says what? Plan what happens 
first, then next, then next . . . across your fingers. Go.”

I pulled in to listen for a minute and heard Caleb suggesting a reasonable plan, so I called out to the class, “May I have 
your attention? Listen to Caleb’s plan and then let’s all work off that one plan for now. Caleb—lay out the plan.”

Caleb began talking, touching his fingers as he proceeded through the plot outline: “Cinderella is doing a job, like 
laundry, and then someone comes with the invitation to the library thing, and third, the sisters throw it away, and fourth, 
Cinderella says she wants to go, and fifth, they laugh at her.”

Channel one partner to story-tell to the other partner the scene the class just planned, reminding them to 
include specific actions and dialogue. Then harvest a class lead for the story.

“Okay, let’s work off Caleb’s plan. Partner 1, you are going to start storytelling Caleb’s version of this. Story-tell in ways 
that show what Cinderella is doing, and then who says or does what. Go!”

After a minute, I intervened. “Many of you are storytelling with so many details that I can picture it exactly! Marco’s 
story starts like this:

One sunny afternoon Cinderella was folding her stepsisters’ gowns. She had a whole mountain 
of more laundry to fold. Then all of a sudden the doorbell rang.

“Notice how Marco filled in details. It’s no longer just a line drawing—he’s colored in the story with details. Who has 
figured out what people say after the doorbell rings? And what have you added to show that the stepsisters are mean 
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The process of collaboratively writing a text—
whereby one child’s suggested text becomes 
foundational for a text that each child contin-
ues to author—is one that your students will 
have already experienced in the previous units. 
There is something intense and fast-paced about 
this way of channeling students into producing 
a flash-draft. We think it is a very effective way 
to give them a sense for a genre.

You’ll be tempted to open the floor for a whole-
class conversation, but the minilesson is already 
very long. Keep the pace quick.

to Cinderella? Let’s take Marco’s story as our class version and embellish it,” I said, and repeated Marco’s story. Soon 
the class had added:

One sunny afternoon Cinderella was folding her stepsisters’ gowns. She had a whole mountain 
of more laundry to fold. Then all of a sudden the doorbell rang.

“You lazy girl,” the mean stepsister said to Cinderella. “Go get the mail. Hurry. Don’t waste time.”

Cinderella went to the door.

Channel the children to retell and extend the story, building off of the lead you helped the class produce, this 
time encouraging them to highlight certain character traits and to enhance the storytelling.

“I’ll retell what we have so far, then Partner 2, repeat what I say, only try to make it even better and then add on. Partner 
2, remember Cinderella is slaving away, and the stepsisters treat her horribly. Make sure that those big things shine 
through in your version. After you retell, keep going in the story, remembering to include specific actions and specific 
things people say. You ready? I’ll start us off. You repeat what I say and keep going, but jazz things up. What sorts of 
looks are the mean stepsisters giving Cinderella? What does Cinderella look like, do, think about? Like Marco, fill in 
more details.” Again the children storytold to partners for just a minute or so.

I reconvened the writers. “I heard one of you say that the stepsister growled at Cinderella and shot angry looks at her! 
No wonder Robert Munsch says that before he writes a story, he story-tells it a hundred times.”

Repeat the cycle, this time supporting children to reenact the same scene, adding small actions, gestures, 
and interactions.

“So, now we’re going to make our storytelling even more powerful. Remember the main parts of our Cinderella scene—
starting with her folding the mountain of laundry. This time, Partner 1, you are going to be Cinderella—acting her out. 
This is pretty similar to the amazing storytelling you just did, but you’re going to add in a little bit of movement—some 
gestures, some of the small actions that happen as the first scene begins. Do you see the pile of laundry in front of you?

“Partner 2, you are one of the mean stepsisters. While you are sitting right there in your seats, assume your roles. Cin-
derella, get started. I’ll be the doorbell. Go!”

A minute later I called out over the bustle, “Writers, storytellers, freeze. You have got to see what Sam and Simone were 
doing as actors in that scene, watch.” For a moment the class watched their classmates’ reenactment, complete with 
gestures. “Take lessons from Sam and Simone and add little actions when the character speaks, like twirling a strand of 
hair, or chewing a piece of gum. Or think about how the character talks. Change your character’s voice. Partner 1, you 
are Cinderella again, and Partner 2, you are the stepsister, hounding her while she does the laundry. Action!”

A minute into the drama, I called out “Ding dong,” and the plot moved forward. A minute later, I called, “Bring the 
scene to an ending, we’re stopping in a sec.”
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When you do this, draw your adaptation from 
your own class. But you’ll probably want to 
follow a storyline something like this, or that 
echoes this. Be sure that your character has 
wants and trouble getting those wants ful-
filled. That’s the crux of any traditional story, 
and fairy tales fall into that category. We rec-
ommend, too, that the part of the story you tell 
all occur within one small moment, one scene. 
This will become more important as you move 
deeper into the unit.

When I got the class’s attention, I said, “I hope you can see how storytelling and drama can help you bring a story to 
life. Now our job would be to take all that good storytelling and acting and put it onto the page, onto drafting paper. 
I’d probably start writing something like this. . . .”

I reread the notes I’d jotted, and then I told the next part of the story, incorporating the students’ ideas. I’d made sure to jot 
notes to myself in my own notebook, knowing I’d go back later and rewrite the story for students to see. 

One afternoon Cinderella was folding her stepsisters’ laundry. She had a whole mountain of 
more laundry to fold. Then all of a sudden the doorbell rang.

“You lazy girl,” one stepsister said to Cinderella. “Go get the door. Hurry. Don’t waste time.”

Cinderella went to the door. When she opened it, no one was there. She looked left, right, and 
then down. There on the doorstep was a letter.

“Well,” said her stepsister. “Who’s there and what do they want?”

Cinderella picked up the letter and handed it to her stepsister. “It’s an invitation. From the 
town’s mayor! It says ‘Save the library’ on the envelope.”

Her stepsister looked at Cinderella and smirked, “I don’t know what you’re getting excited about. 
You’re not going anywhere dressed in rags and dirt. And besides, who cares about a library?” 
She ripped the invitation in two and threw it in the trash. “A library? How ridiculous.”

Cinderella returned to folding her mountain of laundry. “It’s not ridiculous,” Cinderella thought. 
Taking a deep breath, Cinderella said, “May I go?”

ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

Set members of the class up to use the class’s work with storytelling and drama as a model for their own 
storytelling.

“Try this with your own story. Start by retelling the beginning of the classic tale, using a booklet to help you do so.” 
I gave them a minute to do this. “Next, make sure you get the facts straight about what will happen in your opening 
scene, your first Small Moment story. Who is doing what, exactly? Remember, we had Cinderella doing something, and 
then something is said, or something happens—for us it was the stepsister getting mad at Cinderella, and then the 
doorbell.

“Right now, think in your mind about who is doing what and saying what in your opening scene, in your first small 
moment. Be specific—we had to decide exactly what kind of work Cinderella was doing, and you will need to make 
decisions like that too. Think about that for a second.” I left enough silence that I could see kids turning their minds to 
the job of making those decisions.
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This type of nonverbal cue is helpful when 
giving children quick, direct feedback, while 
not derailing their opportunity to practice. 
You might, another time, coach partners to use 
visual clues to give each other similar sorts of 
feedback.

Send half of the class off to write and keep oth-
ers for a little more coaching. Half of the part-
nerships have not had a moment to rehearse 
their story ideas, so it’s important to provide 
them a small amount of time to story-tell in 
their minds before they draft.

Channel one partner to story-tell or act his or her opening scene to their partner, reminding them to include 
specific actions and dialogue.

“Your tale will probably begin ‘One day . . .’ or ‘One early morning. . . .’ Think of your way to begin and think of the 
words you say when you story-tell, storytelling in your mind right now.” I left another pool of silence.

“Partner 1, you are going to start at the beginning and story-tell or reenact to your partner. Show and tell what your 
character is doing and who says what, exactly, in his or her words. Partner 1, on your mark, get set, turn and story-tell 
or act with your partner.”

Coach with lean prompts that raise the level of what individuals do during the partner talk. Then convene 
the class and share.

As I listened, I coached using brief verbal and also many nonverbal cues. When one partner in a partnership storytold 
her opening scene, I pointed to my eyes to show that she needed to tell about what she saw. I mimed people talking 
and made quote marks with my hands to channel another child to add more dialogue. When one writer was speeding 
through her scene, I made an impromptu stop sign with my right hand, holding it up like a traffic guard.

As I silently prompted beside him, Jackson storytold to his partner Shane, “I don’t care if it’s dangerous,” said the big 
German shepherd. So the big dog ran across the field. But the gnome caught him and in a wicked voice said, “You will 
make a great gift for my master.” “Wait for the middle-sized dog,” said the German shepherd. “He will prove to be a 
much better pet.”

LINK

Channel the students’ acting energy toward writing.

“Class, I am impressed with how you slowed the scene down, acting out what the characters were actually saying 
through dialogue and storytelling exactly what the characters saw. I can’t wait to see that appear in your writing! 
Writers, we are on the brink of writing time! Pull a sheet a clean paper from your writing folder.” I paused as the stu-
dents readied their materials. “Partner 1’s, you have your opening scene fresh in your mind from storytelling and acting. 
Will you return to your seats right away and get started drafting that scene? Remember to add in all the details, actions, 
and dialogue you just discovered while rehearsing. Partner 2’s, stay behind here at the rug for a moment. We are going 
to rehearse our opening scenes too.”

“Okay, Partner 2’s, it’s your turn to story-tell! Remember all that we’ve worked on today—slowing down, adding dia-
logue, including actions—and think of your opening scene. Get with a new partner and when I say ‘Go!,’ story-tell or 
act out your opening scene. On your mark. Get set. Go!” As children rehearsed, I coached using the same brief verbal 
and nonverbal cues as I did with the Partner 1’s. After a minute or two, I stopped them and sent them off to join the 
others and draft. A few remained to tell the start of their story to me.
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B ECAUSE IT IS EARLY IN THE UNIT and many children will need help, you are going 
to need to balance your time between one-to-one work and small-group work. 

When going to individuals, your first instinct might be to support your strugglers, and 
surely you need to do all you can to get them up and going in this work. But you also 
need to work with some children who can provide examples that other children can 
follow.

Piper was one of the first children to get started writing and she wrote with ease, quickly 
filling her page. I glanced at what she’d written, and noticed a disparity between the 
dramatic work she’d just done and her draft. It was as if Piper was plowing through 
the storyline, trying to cover the basics of the plot. I knew that she wasn’t alone with 
this, and knew that I’d need to spend a lot of time supporting children to move from 
summarizing to storytelling.

I took a seat next to her and interrupted her writing for moment. “Piper,” I said. She 
looked up, clearly slightly annoyed to be interrupted as she plowed headlong through 
her storyline. Knowing that she was, in fact, probably feeling pretty successful—she 
was zooming through her first sheet of draft paper, after all—I wanted to make sure 
to honor her efforts—not simply because she actually was writing with great stamina, 
but because I knew she’d get onboard with the conference more quickly if I called out 
this observed strength of hers first.

I complimented, “You know, I saw you from all the way across the room—I could tell 
from the quiet and serious look on your face that you were really focused, and I could 
tell from the way your hand was zooming down the page that you were writing fast 
and furiously, getting your ideas down, with a whole lot of stamina. That’s great!” She 
beamed. “But . . . I actually want to switch gears for a minute and talk with you about 
that talent you have for storytelling—and acting! Are you aware that you have a real 
knack for bringing people to life when you story-tell? When I watched you during 
the minilesson, it seemed like you’d become your characters—your hands weren’t 

CONFERRING AND SMALL-GROUP WORK

Coaching Children to Use Drama for Writing

 MID-WORKSHOP TEACHING Storytelling Not Summarizing

 As Students Continue Working . . .

“Writers, I want to stop you and first say how impressed I am with the amount 
of writing you are doing. I love that you have been writing fast and furiously.

“I want to caution you that some of you are slip-sliding into the next scene 
of your story. I bet you don’t even know that you had stopped writing about 
one small moment, one scene, and slid into another. Chances are you’ll find 
that you were writing bit-by-bit for a while, letting the story happen slowly, 
and then all of a sudden you speeded up and vroom. You were out of that 
small moment.

“Think of it like this—you are in a car, driving down the street. Think of each 
small moment, each scene, as a stretch of road in between two red lights. If 
you step on the gas too fast, you run past the red lights! That’s against the 
law—not just the police law, but the law of writing.

Will you reread your story, and see if you are still writing within the first small 
moment—or did you step on the gas and go vrooming to other parts of the 
story? If you went past the opening small moment of your story, will you draw 
a line on your draft paper at the place where the first small moment ends, and 
see if for now you can go back to that small moment and revise it, improve 
what you’ve written?”

“If you really want to move on to a second Small Moment story, I want to first 
meet with you and give you another lesson, another tip. But your first scene 
should be something like a page in length, not a few sentences. If it is four or 
five sentences, start it all over on a new sheet of paper.”
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her to read her draft, it seemed that the acting may have carried her away. In her draft 
of the first scene in her story about the three moles, it became clear that there were so 
many changes being made that it was becoming less like an adaptation of The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff by the minute.

“What are you working on, Simone?”

“Well, I added this change where the humans are digging the soil up so the moles are 
having a hard time. Every time they try to get somewhere, a shovel comes down and 
stops them!”

She was clearly thrilled with this, and full of energy for writing. But the work at hand 
was writing adaptations—and to write an adaptation, the bones of the original story 
need to be strong.

“Simone,” I said, after skimming the rest of her draft and confirming that she could 
use some reining in, “you’re really diving in here and making some creative changes to 
your story. But, you know, when writers are adapting a story, they have to make sure 
not only that the changes they are making are meaningful, but that they don’t change 
the original story so much it’s unrecognizable. Think about the adaptations we’ve been 
reading. Big changes are made in Prince Cinders, right? But we never doubt that we’re 
reading a version of Cinderella. I think that your readers are not going to know, at this 
point, that you’re adapting The Three Billy Goats Gruff.”

Simone added, “The humans and the shovels are cool though.”

“Totally. But you know what, you just put your finger on the part that doesn’t need 
to be in this adaptation. It doesn’t mean it’s not great—it just doesn’t fit with this 
adaptation. Tell you what—why don’t you save it for another story? Maybe you can 
write the moles’ continuing adventures sometime! But right now, dig back into this 
first scene, and reread it. Think about what changes belong in this story, and which 
ones are too much. You might want to start a second draft if you find that there are so 
many changes that you can’t see the original story at all.”

yours any more, they were your characters.’ Your voice, your posture—it was as if you 
became someone else.”

Piper blushed and also lit up, becoming the characters all over again as we talked. 
Moving on to teach, I said, “I’m telling you this because when you started writing this 
story, it felt like you forgot that you have a special talent for making a story come to 
life when you story-tell it and act it out, and you forgot that the world needs you to 
bring that talent to your work. And in this instance, to your writing. Right now, it looks 
like your draft is zooming along through the story without including any of that lively 
action and dialogue that I saw coming out of you earlier. Do you mind me saying to 
you that I think you can do much, much better at this, and that you really should start 
over again?”

A huge sigh from Piper, and a rueful glance down at her full page of writing. We may 
be tempted, in situations like this one, to not push. She had, after all, been producing 
lots of writing. What a bummer to have to start all over again! But in actuality, it’s not a 
bummer at all—it’s an opportunity to not only help Piper get started on the right foot, 
incorporating the richness of her dramatization into her draft, but also to teach her that 
revision sometimes means beginning again—and again, and again—and that this is 
not at all a bummer, but a wonderful and necessary way to enrich writing.

Getting specific now, I said, “I think you should just fold this draft up, and get a new 
sheet of paper and write Draft 2 on the top of your page. And this time, before you 
start writing, relive the scene, exactly. Think, ‘Who am I in this scene?” Only, you need 
to switch from being one character to being another . . . to be all the players. And as 
you start your new draft, make sure that you’re putting all of that great stuff in—what 
the characters do, feel, say. . . . Right now, may I give you a moment to think about this 
and get started, and then I’ll come back in a bit?”

On the flip side, there was Simone, who was always one to get swept into the drama 
of an event. I’d seen her out of the corner of my eye, dramatically marching around her 
desk, waving her arms, and then sitting down to write. At first glance, what could be 
better? She was certainly feeling the story in her bones! But when I sat down next to 
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Recruit writers to listen to one student’s work, noticing what he has done well.

“Writers, you’ve each written the first scene or small moment in your fairy tale adaptation. Let’s study Sam’s opening 
scene and see if we can notice specific things Sam does to story-tell this scene in ways that allow us to picture the 
unfolding story. Ready to listen to the start of Sam’s story? List across your fingers three things you hear him doing to 
bring this to life.” I read aloud Sam’s piece, making sure my voice came to a slow stop as I neared the last few lines 
(see Figure 3–1):

One sunny Wednesday, Gruff the parrot was resting when the zoo guard walked by. He was a bad 
person because he was smoking. He twirled his keys. Gruff did not like the zoo but he REALLY 
HATED the zookeeper. Gruff was pacing up and down in his cage. Also he was making a bunch of 
weird noises and said to himself, “I’ve got to get out of here! I wish I could fly free in the air.”

He was about to cry but then he came up with a plan.

“Turn and tell your partner what Sam has done that you admire.” After a second, I reconvened the group and heard a 
few of the things they especially admired.

Set up children to plan upcoming scenes by using scene-planning booklets.

Then I switched the subject a bit. “Tomorrow you’ll move on to later scenes, or Small Moment stories. Instead of trying 
to write your way to that next Small Moment story, for now I’m going to suggest you make yourself another scene-
planning booklet. Sketch really quickly the timeline of the next scene in your story—and it is probably the second of 
three scenes—and then story-tell out loud, as you learned to do earlier this year, making sure that on each page of the 
booklet you tell what happened first, next, and last in the scene. You can do that by yourself, in your mind, as you sit 
with each page of the scene-planning booklet in front of you.

“And the cool thing is, writers often try out lots of possible ways that they could tell a scene, so make more than one 
scene-planning booklet and try telling the next scene in a bunch of different ways.” I passed out multiple sheets of blank 
paper to each child. “So tonight for homework you’ll make a few booklets, quickly sketching out different possibilities 
for the next scene in your story. Remember, you’ll want to story-tell each page just like we worked on today because 
tomorrow we are drafting these next scenes!”

SHARE

Using Story-Planning Booklets as 
Scene-Planning Booklets

FIG. 3–1 Sam’s first draft of Scene 1
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TODAY YOUR STUDENTS will be drafting their fairy tales in earnest. The goal is 
for their drafts to be as informed and as full of the qualities of good fiction writing 
as possible from the beginning—knowing full well that a draft is a draft, and that 

the story will evolve through revision.
Part of what you need to teach early on in this unit is that there is no way that a six-

page booklet can contain a whole novel or a whole TV series-like saga. What your children 
will be writing are short stories or picture books, not epic sagas. You may find that some 
of your students get carried away by the fun of fiction writing and, despite what you have 
said to them, the text they produce resembles the kind of epic saga that spans a character’s 
lifetime. You will want to channel those students toward writing a more focused story from 
the beginning. To do so, we recommend telling students that their stories will be apt to 
involve two, maybe three characters, and two or at the most three “scenes,” as writers say, 
or “small moments” as your children say.

Once children realize that their fairy tales will be written as a series of scenes—Small 
Moment stories—they are free to tap into their skills and experience as writers of small 
moment narratives. You may need to explicitly remind children to draw on all that they 
already know. Because prior instruction in small moment, personal narrative storywriting 
will need to be front and center to the new challenges they are now undertaking, you’ll 
definitely want the anchor charts from the Crafting True Stories unit to be prominently 
displayed. Be prepared to remind students that there is great value in rehearsing along the 
way as they flesh out their plans into scenes, and remind them that their Small Moment 
stories need to include action and dialogue. Students used the folded blank booklets to 
plan scenes as opposed to an entire story for the previous session’s homework. They will 
be chomping at the bit to get started. Those who eked out words during earlier units will 
write with new volume, new stamina, new engagement, their scrawl filling one page, 
another, another as the unit taps into a great energy source. You’ll set them up to have a 
great start and then get out of their way.COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS: W.3.3.b,d; W.3.4, W.3.5, W.3.10, W.4.3.b,e; 

RL.3.1, RL.3.2, RL.3.3, RL.3.5, SL.3.1, SL.3.4, SL.3.6, L.3.1, L.3.2, L.3.3, L.3.6

IN THIS SESSION, you’ll teach students that writers can rehearse 
for writing by storytelling or acting out each scene.

G E T T I N G  R E A D Y
! Students’ scene-planning booklet homework (see Connection)

! Class adaptation of Cinderella from Session 3 (see Connection)

! “How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation” chart from previous sessions

! Students’ writing folders containing their drafts (see Link)

! Prince Cinders by Babette Cole (see Small-Group Work and Conferring)

Session 4

Writers Can Story-Tell and 
Act Out as They Draft
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  ! COACHINGCONNECTION

Channel partners to share their writing with each other and to talk about what might happen next in their 
fairy tales.

“Writers, meet me at the rug and bring both your writer’s notebooks and your scene-planning booklets that you worked 
on last night for homework!” As children began settling on the rug, I encouraged them to take a moment to reread their 
writing to their partners and to talk about what will happen in their next Small Moment story.

“Writers,” I interrupted, “like you, I am thinking about what will happen next. Our class story needs to jump ahead now, 
probably to the part when the fairy godmother comes. For homework, you worked on figuring out what you might jump 
to next in your story. You thought, ‘What’s the next scene, the next small moment, that I need to storytell?’”

Work together to plan the start of the next scene of the shared class fairy tale adaptation.

“Let’s do this work with our class story. We know it will be that the fairy godmother comes, but where does she come, 
and how? And when she comes, is Cinderella still folding laundry in the same place, or has the scene changed?” Then I 
added, “I know in the original story, Cinderella is by the hearth, cleaning up the ashes . . . hmm. . . .”

Charlie said, “Maybe the fairy godmother comes down the chimney, like Santa, and stands beside the washing machine.”

I thanked Charlie and started jotting notes about the class story on a white board. Pausing, I said to the class, “Do 
you see how you’re helping me to think through the plan for the next scene? Will you do the same planning with your 
own story, making sure you ask, ‘What will happen next? How might the scene go?’ You may use your scene-planning 
booklets from last night’s homework to help you.” I added, “While you jot your plans, I’m going to do the same for our 
class story.”

Record plans for the class story on a chart while children jot plans for their own stories and share them with 
a partner.

On the easel I jotted:

MINILESSON

Writers Can Story-Tell and Act Out as They Draft

Notice that we are reining the kids in a bit, try-
ing to be sure they write in scenes rather than 
just blasting through the whole story. Their 
progress will be less scaffolded and less con-
trolled during the next portion of the unit.

Teachers, later we will teach the students how 
to glue their scenes together, but for now we are 
focusing students on planning their scenes and 
getting those scenes drafted.

I’m hoping you notice that “my” story is also the 
class’s story. There are times when I demonstrate 
with this text, and other times when I recruit 
children to join me in doing some work, with 
lots of support, on that text.
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Cinderella, in her bedroom/in the basement laundry room? Crying.
Her fairy godmother comes down the chimney?
Cinderella wants a bike and clean clothes to get to the fundraiser—gets them.

Name the teaching point.

“Today I want to teach you that when you are writing, you can rehearse in the middle of writing as well as at the start of 
it. And specifically, when writing a fiction story that contains several small moments or scenes, it helps to story-tell or to 
act out each small moment before writing it—or at least to do this while writing it. I’m going to add that to our chart.”

How to Write a Fairy Tale Adaptation

Know the classic story and tell it often.
Decide on a change to improve the story.
Make the change lead to other changes so the whole story fits together.
Make a character with traits and wants who runs into trouble.
Tell the story in two or three scenes (Small Moment stories).
Story-tell or act out a scene, filling in lifelike details. Then write the 
scenes.

TEACHING

Give children tips that will bring their characters and stories to life.

“Because you all are storytelling, or acting your story to get ready for writing it, I’m going to give you a few acting tips. 
The first tip is that when you act, you need to not only show what the character says, but also what the character does. 
Even little tiny actions may make a big difference.

“The second tip is this. When you are acting or writing a story, you not only bring some characters to life—say, a girl 
and a wolf—you also bring a place to life. Always make sure you know where, exactly, your character is, what the things 
are that are nearby, and what the place feels like.”

Perform the new, second scene of the class story in a flat, motionless way. Ask children to coach you to 
improve your performance to better help your writing.

“So let’s try doing some acting with our Cinderella story, first, and then you may try with your own stories. Remember—
you are working on the second scene of your stories! I’ll play the part of several characters, and you may watch, and 
then after I act out the scene, coach me. Okay, here goes.”

D

As you will recall, there are a few common 
methods used in the teaching component of 
minilessons. This minilesson uses a rather 
unusual method—the teacher is telling the stu-
dents and showing an example. In a moment, 
this will switch.

When trying to make a point in a minilesson, 
I tend to exaggerate. There is no advantage to 
being subtle. You want to drive home your point 
as forcefully as possible.
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Standing stock still, I said, “Stop crying, Cinderella. I am your fairy godmother and I am here to grant your wish.”

Switching places so that I became the second character in the story—Cinderella—I said, “Wh . . . at? Who are you?” 
I meanwhile stood motionless.

Hopping back to the place where the first character—the godmother—had spoken, I stood still and said to Cinderella, 
“You want to go the fundraiser for the library, and I have the magic to make that happen. Let’s see, you’ll need. . . .”

I stopped. “Any suggestions for how my acting could be improved?” I asked. “Remember, acting helps me bring the 
characters and place to life.” The kids jumped to point out that I had forgotten all about adding actions, and added that 
I also forgot all about adding in the place. “I need to think what objects we might be holding. And also I need to feel 
what the place might feel like . . . hmm, . . . let me try it again. I want to think about what action could show that I just 
came down the chimney.”

Perform the scene again, incorporating their ideas.

I spun around as if I were a top, stopped as if I’d just landed, and then looked at an imaginary Cinderella. I raised my 
wand, twirling it in the air a bit, as if releasing a cloud of fairy dust. “Stop crying, Cinderella,” I said, pointing my wand 
toward the girl. “I am your fairy godmother and I am here to grant your wish.”

As Cinderella, I then gaped up at the magical woman, taking a few steps back in awe.

Set up half the class to play one part in the scene, while you play the other. Ask the other half of the class to 
watch, noting any suggestions.

“Okay, Partner 1’s, you’ll take over the scene! Partner 1’s, you will be Cinderella and talk back to me,” I said. “Act 
like her and bring her to life—remembering she has a whole pile of laundry in front of her.” Then I repeated my fairy 
godmother lines.

The kids tended to fall backward in amazement, open mouthed, saying something like, “Wh . . . at? Who are you?”

Approaching the whole class full of Cinderellas, I continued my lines, “You want to go the fundraiser for the library, 
and,” touching my chest, “I have the magic to make that happen. Let’s see, you’ll need. . . . ” I let them respond to me, 
to their partners.

Demonstrate how acting out the scene improves the quality of writing.

“Writers, or should I say actors, the acting we just did together helped us discover different ways to bring the characters 
and place to life. We stumbled across little, tiny actions that make a big difference once we add them to our writing, like 
the twirling of a magic wand or Cinderella falling back in amazement. Let’s add these tiny details we discovered through 
acting to our class story.” I added some of the details from the acting sequence into the class story.

When contrasting two versions of the same 
thing, it is important to make sure the two ver-
sions are the same in every way except the one 
dimension that is meant to be different.
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ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

Channel children to act out their own scenes with a partner. As they do, listen and coach in as needed.

“Okay, time to try this in your own scenes. Partner 2, will you tell your partner what’s going to happen in your next 
scene, and then will the two of you try acting that out? You can use your scene-planning booklet and the notes you 
jotted earlier to remind you. Get started.”

I listened to Sam sharing his scene with his partner Shelly. He said, “Gruff, the parrot, was resting. He was thinking 
about how bored his was. He didn’t want to be there anymore.”

Caught up in the excitement of acting, Shelly and Sam immediately began to act out the scene, each imitating a parrot 
resting.

I coached, “Remember, you want to use acting to bring your characters and place to life! This will improve your writing. 
Hmmmmm, where could Gruff be resting?”

Shelly exclaimed, “On a tree!”

“Yeah, but he’s in the zoo. He lives in a cage. That’s why he’s bored!” Sam clarified.

“Oh, let’s act that!” I nudged. “Who can be the bars of a cage? Who can be the bird? Remember, bring the characters 
and place to life with your acting.”

Sam threw up his arms to represent bars of a cage, while Shelly leaned back and forth as if she were on a swing with 
eyes heavy and a fallen face.

“So, Sam, how could your writing improve now that you and Shelly have acted out this little part?” I moved to close. 

Sam began again, “One sunny afternoon Gruff, the parrot, was resting on a branch in his cage at the zoo.” Sam looked 
up at Shelly as if to ask, “Is that better?” and got a thumbs-up.

LINK

Ask children to revisit the start of the scene they just acted, clarifying a character’s words and actions, and 
then to start writing the scene.

“I know you’ve only had a chance to act out one partner’s scene, but that is okay because usually when a person writes, 
she acts in her mind the story she is going to write. That is, when you write, it helps to be acting the story out with your 
body or in your mind as you rush to get it onto the page. So right now, go back to the start of this scene in your writing. 
Picture what you just acted out. Or picture what you could act out. Who is saying what? What is that person doing? 
Picture what that person is holding, where he or she is. You got it in your mind?” I gave the children a little bit of silence. 
“Start writing, right here, right now. Go!”

Don’t let yourself become convinced that there 
always needs to be a time for sharing after the 
partner work in an active engagement. That 
is an option, but if minilessons are taking too 
much time or kids aren’t getting enough writ-
ing done, you need to be economical. Reporting 
back or even just debriefing after partner work 
may become a luxury you can’t afford.

Sometimes, it may be particularly powerful to 
get started writing as a whole community while 
still in the meeting area. This is what we are sug-
gesting for today. As soon as you see that a writer 
has a good, strong start, say, four or five lines of 
writing, you might whisper, “Off you go.”
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A FTER THE PREVIOUS SESSION, I’d read through the work of children who sat 
at one table and I’d made notes about some of the conferring and small-group 

work I would need to do in this session. I’d noticed, for example, that Sam had zipped 
through the first scene hardly adding anything to the initial story he’d told a day or so 
earlier. It read, The parrot was resting, and the guard was pacing up and down. Then 
the parrot began to peck at the door with his red beak. Sam had already moved on to 
other scenes, and those other scenes felt equally underdeveloped.

In contrast, Leroy’s draft brimmed with dialogue and description. His story was stretch-
ing longer and longer and nothing had happened in it yet. He seemed to have overdone 
the emphasis on telling the story bit-by-bit.

I decided to gather both Sam and Leroy for a small group. Although they were coming 
at the challenge of writing a story from different angles, I thought the fact that they 
had opposite issues and opposite strengths might allow them to help each other.

Once we were settled together on the rug, I said, “I want to help you work a bit on the 
first scene in each of your stories. Would you reread each other’s first scenes so that 
we can all talk about all the texts?”

After they read, I asked, “So, what did you notice?”

Leroy said, “Sam’s is really short. Like, it’s a really small moment. The parrot is just 
sitting there and the guard guy is just pacing.”

“Yes,” I agreed. “Sam has really zoomed in. There’s some good things about that, 
and sometimes some hard things about it too, right? Sam, what did you notice about 
Leroy’s draft?”

CONFERRING AND SMALL-GROUP WORK

Teaching the Balance of Narration, 
Description, and Dialogue

 MID-WORKSHOP TEACHING Being a Spelling Fairy 
Godmother

“Writers, may I interrupt you? As I move about the room, going from writer to 
writer, I see you carrying all that you’ve learned across these past few days into 
your drafts. I am going to read our chart, and if you have done or are doing one 
of the items on the chart, give a thumbs-up.

“It feels good to hold yourselves accountable to the things you know how 
to do, doesn’t it? What I am wondering, and you are probably wondering as 
well, is are you holding yourself to all that you’ve learned across this year, to 
the things that writers remember to do always? I specifically want to remind 
you of the important work you have learned to do as spellers, because I see 
some of you acting like a fairy godmother is going to come along and with a 
magic wand make your spelling look like the work of an almost-fourth-grader. 
Guess what—you need to be your own spelling fairy godmother. And the 
magic dust is actually elbow grease.

“So here are three things you need to remember to do as spellers.

 " Try a word a few different ways.

 " Check the word wall.

 " Circle the word and come back later.

“Writers, take a moment right now to become your own spelling fairy god-
mother. Reread a part of your draft looking for words that don’t look quite 
right and remember you can try the word a few different ways in the margin, 
check the word wall, or circle it, reminding yourself to figure it out later.”

(continues)
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going to need to start a new draft, this time telling not only what people are thinking 
and saying, but also what they are doing.” As I left the boys to their revising, I thought 
to myself that later I might suggest that children study the way that Prince Cinders
provides a balance of action, description, dialogue, and narration.

Sam, meanwhile, began a new draft, this time writing (see Figure 4–1).

Assured that both kids were poised to not only make meaningful revisions of their first 
scenes but to carry their Small Moment story knowledge into drafting the rest of their 
scenes, I moved on.

“He’s got a lot of dialogue. They are talking the whole time!”

“Yep. Again, dialogue—like zooming in—is an important thing that Small Moment 
writers do. But Leroy, I get the sense that you’re suggesting Sam’s draft may be too 
focused, and Sam, that Leroy’s might have too much talk, and I think you both are 
on to something. I think that sometimes writers tend to do one thing in a really big 
way—something the writer is good at—and sometimes that one thing gets almost 
overdone, with other things being ignored. You two are good at different things, but 
both of your pieces are somewhat out of balance because you each do one thing really 
well, and forget some other work.

“For example, may I tell you one thing that I think both of you could work on? Neither 
of you have got much action yet in your drafts. Will you look over your draft and see 
if you agree?”

The children looked, and agreed that yes, that was sort of true. “Let’s see if I can help 
you work on that one aspect of your writing, okay?” I said. “Will you think about your 
Small Moment story as a scene in a play? Will you think about what the action is that 
happens up on stage?”

“I could add the thinking, like what the parrot was thinking about,” Sam said.

“Sam, I think you need some action as well. Are you sure you have figured out what 
actually happens in the story, because making those decisions may help you put more 
action in. May I leave you two to help each other think about the actions that charac-
ters are making, and about how you put those into your draft? I’m pretty sure you are FIG. 4–1 Sam’s revised draft of scene
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Ask students to discuss what they know about writing strong endings, and then highlight a few for the class.

“Writers, gather the scene-planning booklets you’ve been using and meet me on the rug.” I gave them a moment and 
then said, “You’ve put so much time and care into rehearsing and storytelling the first and second scenes of your fairy 
tale adaptations. Many of you will be ready to start drafting your final scenes, or endings, tomorrow.” I held up a booklet 
and pointed to the final page. “Let’s make sure you end these books with a bang! Before we close for the day, let’s think 
about how endings to stories usually go and then try out a few ways our story could end.

“You already know a lot about writing effective endings to a story,” I said. “Turn and talk to your partner about one 
thing that you think makes an effective ending.” I stopped them after just a few moments.

“I am impressed, writers! Some of you were talking about using important actions or important dialogue, others 
remembered that many books end with rich images. The truth is, sometimes a writer uses all of these things to create 

SHARE

Ending Stories

FIG. 4–2 Jackson’s scene-planning booklet
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an end. I also heard a few of you say—and I think you’re right about this—that an effective ending makes you feel like 
the story is over. And that, writers, happens when all of the problems that your character faced at the beginning of the 
story are solved.”

Ask students to identify what happens at the ending of a classic tale.

“Could we try something together, writers? Could you think with me about the classic Cinderella story we all know and 
see if we can, together, figure out how the ending of the classic story solves Cinderella’s problems and helps us feel the 
story is over?

“The first thing I’m going to do is list for myself what happens at the end.” I retold plot events across my fingers using 
the story’s ending language. “Now that the ending is fresh in our minds, turn and talk with your partner. What happens 
at the end that solves Cinderella’s problems?” I gave the class just a moment to do this, then summarized their talk, 
highlighting the process.

“I heard many of you saying that the ending fixes Cinderella’s problems by letting her marry a prince because at the 
beginning she is so lonely. Some of you are saying that the ending solves Cinderella’s problems because the evil step-
mother and stepsisters get sent away—those wicked girls were her real problem all along! Both of these problems do 
get solved in the classic tale! But writers, do you know what I noticed? I noticed that when you want to figure out what 
is an effective ending for a story, you have to ask yourself, ‘What were the big problems at the beginning?’”

Challenge children to find the central problems of the main character in the class adaptation.

“So writers, now I have a challenge for you, and this is the kind of writing that I know some students are doing even in 
the seventh grade! Do you think you are ready for it?” The students chorused “Yes!”

“Okay, this is it—to write an effective ending for our story, we not only need to write an ending that’s different from 
what happens in the classic story, but also we need to write an ending that solves the big problems that we have 
created for our story, our Cinderella.” I added a new item to our chart.

“So writers, let’s stir up some ideas for our ending! I want you to think about this silently first, just to yourself—what 
were our Cinderella’s problems at the beginning? Thumbs up when you have an idea.” I waited until thumbs are up 
across the rug. “Okay, now take this idea and try rehearsing an ending with your partner. Partner 2, as you listen, make 
sure you are thinking, ‘How does this ending solve our Cinderella’s problem?’

“Right here at the rug, think about how you might tie up the loose ends of your story, and—I know it’s a lot—keep all 
that you know about strong endings in mind as you do that.” I gave them a moment to think and then said, “Now, what 
could be another way that you end your story?” After another quick moment of thinking time I said, “Work with your 
partner and story-tell or act out a possible ending or two to your fairy tale. Use what you’ve learned about great story-
telling and acting to make the final scene, the ending, come alive for your partner! You might want to jot yourself a few 
notes in your scene-planning booklet, too, so that you remember what you’ve planned for tomorrow’s writing time.”

How to Write a Fairy Tale 
Adaptation

Know the classic story and tell it 
often.
Decide on a change to improve 
the story.
Make the change lead to other 
changes so the whole story fits 
together.
Make a character with traits and 
wants who runs into trouble.
Tell the story in two or three 
scenes (Small Moment stories).
Story-tell or act out the first 
scene, filling in lifelike details. 
Then write the scenes. 
Figure out an ending that solves 
the character’s big problem.
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